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♦

ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

V o lu m ©
J

‘2 Q .

W . R O Y E R , n . I».,

DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT

Collegeville, 3?a., T lm rsday, _A.pril 15, 1897.

F.

W . W A LTER S ,

while the sea changed to the' dirty
brownish-green betokening the presence of fresh river water. Yet all
this was local, d q similar flotsam
appearing toward the coast, while
the nearest stream was 75 miles
away with a flow in an opposite
direction. It was concluded that
this was the discharge of a sub
marine stream, and the marks of
chafing and straining on the cable
for about 900 feet, with the ores
and metals fished up, suggested that
the water had here filtered through
the sea bottom to a moderately
heated portion of the earth’s
interior, producing an explosive
outburst. Still another break of
the cable after changing its location
has further confirmed the previously
indicated existence of curious sub
marine streams of fresh water.

"W^hole N u m b e r : 1187

A porter saw her first. She was the experiment, and indeed, after inscription in French, “All, battle plate of glass, which captures all
lying
as if asleep, her dress undis that occasion, could with difficulty charger of Napoleon.” He was the microbes the wool spares. The
Practising- P h y sician ,
C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
turbed,
ber lovely head unruffled.
be persuaded to remain in the room captured from the mameiukes and few microbes brought into the
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
TRAPPE, PA.
opposite Masonic Hall.
Captain Winter had hurried for with a lighted candle, seeming to presented to the great captain. On house in the clothes of visitors
“No, I am not cut out for a
Contracts for all kinds of buildings executed.
ward at first cry that the lady was regard it as a sort of malevolent Napoleon’s downfall a French gentle soon die in the warm sunlight with
Y. W E B E R ,
!>.,
soldier’s wife. I could never stand
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.
found. He stood now, white faced fetich or demon that was called into man purchased Jaffa and Marengo which the house is flooded. The
the rushing about and moving from
and rigid, and all the others in existence for the special injury of and conveyed them to his estate in space between the glasses of the
P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
place to place,” said Violet LanJ O H N iH. I. V I S 11V H .
stinctively turned away their looks monkeys. It is said by naturalists, England. The tombstone of the building blocks is filled with a
EVANSBURG, Pa. Office Hours: Until 9
caster, impatiently tapping the
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
—TEACHER OF—
from him.
however, that not all monkeys have former is to be seen at Glassenbury solution of salts, which absorbs the
tessellated payment with the toe of
The doctor came forward at once this extravagant fear of fire. In in Kent with this inscription : beat of the sun, so that the rooms
VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC,
j g A . K R U S E N , HI. D .,
her dainty shoe.
He carried one arm in an improvised the forests of Africa monkeys have “Under this stone lies Jaffa, the of this house are much cooler than
TRAPPE, PA.
“But you have given me distinct
Also Practical Organ Tuner, having had an
H o m e o p a th ic P h y sician ,
splint and sling. It was broken often been seen on cold mornings celebrated charger of Napoleon.”
those protected by tbe thickest
encouragement,” urged the good
29au.
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9 experience of 20 years.
but with the spirit of self sacrifice warming themselves at the embers
The
last
trumpet
call
sounded
for
shades. In the evening the interior
a. m.; 6 to 8 p. m.
looking j’oung fellow who was bend
which is characteristic of his pro- of fires left by travelers, and ap Marengo in September, 1829, just is heated by the salts radiating the
ing low over her chair, “and led me
fession, he forgot his own pain in parently greatly enjoying the genial as he had completed thirty-six heat they have absorbed during the
j g B . H O R Y I Y G , HI. D .,
to believe that you cared for me.”
trying to alleviate that of others.
heat of the coals. Glad as they 3'ears. After his death his bones day. So effective is the system of
“Indeed, Captain Winter, I am
P ra c tisin g P h y sician ,
“Dead 1” he said briskly; “Not s were to avail themselves of the received an honorable place in the regulating the temperature that a
exceedingly sorry if my behavior
EVANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone in office.
bit
of it. She's only fainted. J warmth, however, they had not Military institute, as already men few hours of sunlight, even in
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
at any time has induced you to
“ Cures talk ” in favor ■ ■ ■
■ ■
don’t
believe she has a scratch sense enough to understand that tioned. Another souvenir of the freezing weather, will render the
form such an entirely erroneous im
of Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
I JS I I M
J ^ R . B . F . P liA C E ,
Carry
her up to the station and the fire could be kept up, and famous steed is one of the hoofs house habitable. It is only when
as for no other mediI
I
pression of my feelings toward
we’ll
have
her round. M3' dear sir though material in the shape
made into a snuff box, which makes several cloudy days follow in suc
eine.
Its
great
cures
recorded
in
truthful,
you.”
D en tist,
convincing language of grateful men and
dried
branches
and
fallen
wood
was
that
arm
is
unfortunately
broken,’
its
daily round after dinner at tbe cession that artificial heat is needed.
The junior captain of the Black
women, constitute its most effective ad
311 DkKALB ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
abundant
in
the
immediate
vicinity
as
Captain
Winter
was
eagerly
ti’
3
*
Queen’s
guard, in St. James palace, Then it is supplied by pumping in
hussars drew himself up promptly
Rooms 6 and 7, 2nd Floor. Full sets of teeth, vertising. Many of these cures are mar
ing to shake his right hand. “Try they made no effort to collect fuel London. On the silver lid is the hot air. Dr. Van der Heyden thinks
$5 to $10. Teeth extracted by new process or gas. velous. They have won the confidence of
Cloud measurements were begun at these cold, cruel words.
and maintain the fire.
the people; have given Hood’s Sarsapa in 1644. In that year, M. Schreiber
legend : “Hoof of Marengo, barb he has solved the problem of a com
“You mean what you say, Miss the other if you don’t mind and
Q h e a p e s t D e n tis t in N o rris to w n . rilla the largest sales in the world, and
All
kinds
of
birds
are
attracted
then
bear
a
hand
with
the
lady,
charger
of Napoleon, ridden by him plete germicide on a big scale.—
have made necessary for its manufacture tells the Belgian Astronomical Lancaster ?”
by
fire
and
light.
In
Herndon
am
helpless,
and
the
less
she
is
at
Marengo,
Austerlitz, Jena, Wag- San Francisco Chronicle.
the
greatest
laboratory
on
earth.
Hood’s
“Certainly 1”
N. S. Borneman, D. D. S.,
Society, Riccioli and Grimadldi,
“Valley
of
the
Amazon”
there
is
shaken
up
the
better.”
ram,
in
the
Russian
campaign and
Sarsaparilla
is
known
by
the
cures
it
has
“Is there—any one else ?”
309 SW2 DE S t k e e t , (1 st house
made—cures of scrofula, salt rheum and two Jesuits near Bologna, by the
queer paragraph detailing the effect at Waterloo,” and round the silver
S H A L L C O U R T E S IE S .
“Violet,”
said
Captain
Winter
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, PA.
“You have no right to ask that,
eczema, cures of rheumatism, neuralgia
produced
on
the
feathered
inhabi
usual
trigonometric
method
de
shoe the legend continues, “Marengo
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
Captain Winter,” Violet answered, half an hour later as they sat by
and weak nerves, cures of dyspepsia, liver
tants of those tropical forests by was wounded in the rear hip at THEY DO MUCH TO MAKE LIFE PLEAS
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide troubles, catarrh—cures which prove
termined
the
height
of
a
bright
the
fire
in
the
station
master’s
room
with
a
ring
of
defiance
in
her
clear
(Laughing; Gas) is made a specialty for the
ainless extraction of teeth. Beautiful Artificial
waiting for the relief train to take the campfires lighted every night Waterloo, when his great master
ANT AND ENJOYABLE.
white cloud to be 3222 meters. tones.
5'eeth
Inserted. English and German spoken.
by the party. Traveling as they was on him in the hollow road in
Riccioli mentions that another
“I have every right,” he returned them on, “the regiment is ordered
did for a considerable part of tbe advance of the French position. He
|R. F R A N K B R A Y D K E T H ,
Jesuit, of Metz, bad learned that bitterly. . “I t is the only thing that abroad.”
Habit counts for so much in
“I know,” sbe said in a low tone. time through an uninhabited jungle, had been frequently wounded before little things that one cannot look
no clouds were more than 7400 would excuse and justify your re
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman,)
it is quite possible that most of the in other battles.” — Our Animal
metres high. He speaks of a jecting me in this heartless manner. “I saw it in the Gazette."
Sarsaparilla
too carefully after the small courte
D E N T IST ,
birds
had never before seen the Friends.
“Train’s
in
sight,
sir,”
the
guard
method of measuring the altitude You have treated me shamefully,
sies in one’s own conduct. A
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at Is the best—in fact the One True Blood Purifier.
light
of
a
fire,
and
as
soon
as
honest prices.
popped his head in to say.
of clouds by their shadow, and Miss Lancaster.”
r \M i
cure liver ills; easy to
writer in the Interior describes a
C H A R A C T E R IS T IC S O F T H È
f l o o d S P l I l S take, easy to operate. 25c.
“All right. Wait a minute the blaze began to shine through
that of thunder clouds by the
“Hush ! Don’t talk so loudly,”
HAN,
visit
to a home where the young
the leafy arcades tbe birds, and par
G. H O BSO N,
time between the lightning and the she interrupted. Then she added : Violet. 1 should have come to see
people
possessed the true politeness
ticularly the parrots, dropped every'
report. Riccioli was familiar with
You will keep your mistake to you before I left England to know
Many an act of kindness has been whieh habit bad made natural :
Scientific Miscellany.
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
was that a true answer you gave thing and came to look into the left undone because it carried with
the luminous night clouds that have yourself ?”
One evening last week I entered
NORRISTOWN
COLLEGEVILLE.
matter. They came in thousands
been lately attracting so much
“You need not alarm yourself. I me two years ago ?” he added
it a seeming loss of dignity. The a room where several 3’oung men
All legal business attended to promptly. Firstn a t io n 's sc ie n t if ic f o u n d a t io n —
the trees in the vicinity were loaded
elass Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
have not tbe slightest intention of abruptly.
following letter of a lady of Spring with books and work were sitting
sented. At home, Collegeville, every evening.
A NEW BREED OF FOWLS— BUTTER attention.
down
with them, and scores of
“No,”
answered
Violet
quietly,
wearing
my
heart
on
my
sleeve
for
field, Illinois, published in McClure around the lamp. The young man
FLY COLORS— OILS AND BLUBBER—
throats poured forth opinions ou
J J D W A R D E. LO N G ,
all
the
coquetry
gone
out
of
her,
all
the
daws
to
peck
at.
But
here
I
Magazine, shows the self-forgetful with the lexicon and the grammar
SUBMARINE RIVERS OF FRESH WATER
The most important scientific dis
the subject, all off-hand and purely
“it
was
not.
I
have
been
dying
for
mean
until
you
tell
me
whether
or
ness
and kindness of the great man on the table before him was the
— THE FIRST CLOUD-STUDY — NEW
covery since the X-rays of Roentgen
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
extemporaneous, but none the less
you
ever
since.”
not
I
have
a
favored
rival.”
we
all
delight to honor. The inci busiest of the group, but he instantly
LIGHT ON OLD MYSTERIES— WHITEN
and N o t a r y P u b l ic . Settlement o f Estates a
voluble or loudly expressed. The
is thought to be that of Dr. P.
Specialty.
Please take me back to the ball
dent took place after Mr. Lincoln rose and remained standing until I
ING OF THE HAIR— FOSSIL BACTERIA
O f f ic e : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
uproar raised by the parrots was
IN F L U E N C E O F F I R E .
Zeeman, of the Amsterdam Uni room at once. Dancing has com
had been to Congress. We might had taken my seat.
o p p . Court House. R e s i d e n c e : North Corner
— TUNING FORK HEALING.
sometimes deafening. They came
Marshall & Stanbridge Streets, NORRISversity, that the lines of a metallic menced and Sir Felix will be look
TOWN, PA.
query how many representatives of
The little action was automatic ;
as close as they dared, formed
ing for me.”
two hundred and fifty thousand the habit of his family is to practice
THE EFFECT IT HAS UPON WILD BEASTS
spectrum
are
broadened
when
the
circle in the trees at a few feet dis
jy jA Y N E R . LO N G S T R E T H ,
“America is bound to develop,”
He neither moved nor spoke. I
men would forget themselves enough small courtesies, and the boys have
ANP BIRPS.
source
of
light
is
in
an
intense
tant and shouted to one another
declares Dr. Henry E. Armstrong
Seeing
that
the
only
way
to
escape
to
do the same thing.
been trained from childhood to pay
A tto r n e y -a t- L aw ,
magnetic field. This seems to sub
about the matter until sleep for th
was
to
answer,
his
question,
she
And Notary Public. ::: Land Title and Trust in contrasting British with German
“The
very
children,”
the
lady
deference
to women. They always
stantiate tbe hypothesis that radia
Company Building, 608 Chestnut St.,
While it is impossible to ascer party was out of the question writes, “knew him, for there was
industrial science, “and not only on tion from a luminous body depeuds murmured almost below her breath :
Phila., Pa.
rise
whenever
a lady, their mother,
Telephone Office No. 4082. House No. 6928.
tain what various animals think of Shooting at them and killing a few
“There is no one else.”
not one of them for whom he had sister, friend, or guest of the house,
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar. account b^.the restless energy of upon electrification, and opens up
of the number were tried, and with
“Then,” he replied, “you have fire, if they think about it at all,
her people ; her Government depart new possibilities of discovery con
not done some kind deed. My first comes into room where they are at
good effect, for the rest scattered
A R V E Y L . KHOMO,
there
is
no
doubt
that
they
regard
been
simply
playing
with
me.
The
ments
have
attached
to
them
many
impression
of Mr. Lincoln was work.
H
cerning the nature of light, electri
it as containing an element of dan instantly, but only to return in ten
other
fellows
affirm
that
the
girls
active
men
engaged
in
initiating
or
made
by
one
of his kind deeds,
Neither mother nor sister goes
A tto rn e y a t L aw ,
city and the ether.
ger to themselves. In every country minutes and renew the discussion
conducting
scientific
inquiries
;
and
of
a
garrison
town
are
fearful
flirts
was
going
with
a
little
friend
for
out
after dark without an escort.
ROYERSFORD, PA. All business entrusted
where fierce carnivorous animals as vociferously as ever. The party m3r first trip alone on the railroad
to my care promptly attended to.
when
the
various
departments
are
and
amuse
themselves
in
making
One
of
the boys can always go out
4-11
When the hair whitens, saj's a playthings of military hearts. I abound the hunter understands could not stay awake all night to cars. It was an epoch of my life
organized inter se the country will
of
his
way,
or find it in his way to
hoot parrots, and so it became
JO H N T . W A GNER.
—
I . C. W I L L IA M S .
have in its service a highly-trained writer in Cosmos, the phenomena never believed it until tomight. I that his surest protection from
I had planned for it and dreamed of see her safely to a friend’s door, or
W A G N E R A W IL L IA M S ,
their fury is found in a bright fire. In necessary after the meal was cooked it for weeks.
body of scientific experts guiding that take place are easily under will detain you no longer.”
to the meeting which she wishes to
of
one of Gordon Cummings’ books to let the fire go down as low as
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law, all branches of public work and stood, and they have been made a When they met again, it was on
“The
day
came,
but
as
the
hour
attend.
Most winning and sweet is
possible and set sentinels to guard
8 E. AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA. co-operating to minimize the faults special study by
Pincus. The a scene of horror, and amid sights hunting adventures in South Africa,
of
the
train
approached
the
hackthe
air
of good breeding which
against the approach of wild beasts
Conveyancing and Real Estate. Properties
And universities quantity of air contained normally and sounds the memory of which is he relates a story of the death of a
man,
through
some
neglect,
failed
these
young
men have acquired,
bought, sold, and exchanged. Rents collected. of democracy.
native who was killed by a lion. —St. Louis Globe Democrat.
Money to lend on good security. All legal busi
to call for my trank. As the and which they wear with an uncon
ness attended to with promptness and accuracy. are arisinjg all over the country, in in the hair cavity increases, and at burned into Violet’s brain forever.
The man, with a companion, was
Mr. Wagner can be seen evenings at Iron- which Gherman models are being the same time there disappears or The down express in which, not by
minutes went on I realized, in
scious grace.
bridge ; Mr. Williams at Port Providence.
making a journey through a dis N A P O L E O N 'S w a r h o r s e n .
panic of grief, that I should miss
Philadelphia Office, 420 Walnut St., Room 36. followed,;not English. It is safe to diminishes a pigmented oil that is premeditation, both were passen
“ Y o u s h o u ld n o t c a re so m u c h
Consultations in English or G-erman.
4-16
predict (bat, ere many years are secreted by the hair follicles, and gers bad in the fog dashed into trict where lions abounded and
the train. I was standing by the a b o u t t h e m e r e l y s u p e r f i c i a l i n c o n 
past, the United States will sud that gives to each hair its character* some empty trucks standing where noticed that the twain were being THINGS NOT GENERALLY KNOWN ABOUT gate, m3r hat and gloves on, sob d u c t , ” s a y s a f r i e n d . “ V e n q e r i n g
J
M . Z IM M E R M A N ,
MARENGO AND OTHERS.
denly burst into prominence, and istic color. It is well known what no trucks should have been just tracked by a giant king of the
bing as if my heart, would break, is o n l y a p o l i s h l a i d o n . I a p p r o v e
forest
and
his
mate.
Knowing
the
probably! into predominance, as a influence the nervous system has on outside tbe little station of Southwhen Mr. Lincoln came by.
o f t h e m a n o r w o m a n w h o is h o n e s t ,
Ju s tic e o f th e P e a c e ,
habi.ts of the lion, and that the
The most celebrated warhorse of
“ ‘Why, what’s the matter ?’ he s i n c e r e .
I c a n p a r d o n h im a l i t t l e
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds, nation promoting scientific inquiries the secretions And, in general, on wold.
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements of all kifids, so surely is a founda
Tbe rear carriages escaped dam animal was very loath to attack by the present century is unque'stion asked, and I poured out all my b r u s q u e n e s s , w h i c h m a y b e o n l y h i s
the sebaceous glands ; it would be
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
day or when a fire was burning, the ably Napoleon’s Marengo. In view story.
ness generally attended to. The clerking of tion being laid.”
surprising if those of the hair age, and it was in this part that
m is fo rtu n e .”
sales a specialty.
travelers, when they halted for the of the many hundred biographies of
should escape this influence, and so Captain Winter was traveling.
“ ‘How big’s the trunk ? There’s
It is not veneering to be polite.
night, built a roaring fire and the great captain, it is certainly sur
J O H N 8 . H IT N S IC K E R ,
still time, if it isn’t too big,’ and he We are apt to grow confused on
When the sickening crash came, agreed that one should sta3’ awake
A new fowl has been systematic the sudden whitening of the hair,
prising that so little should be
ally created in France by M. whose possibility has sometimes his first thought was for Violet to keep it burning. They had no known with any degree of certainty pushed through the gate and up to this subject, and to fancy that
Ju s tic e o f th e P e a c e ,
the door.
been denied, is easily explained Lancaster. He l^new she was in
there is a natural conflict between
RAHN STATION, PA.
Conveyancer and Gourgarid, who has crossed the
firearms, and their condition was concerning this world famous
G-eneral Business Agent. Clerking of sales at
from
tbe
physiologist’s
point
of
“My mother and I took him up goodness of heart and elegance of
the train, for their pyes b»d met perilous in the extreme, for by the
breed thpre known as Gatinais with
tended to. Charges reasonable.
charger.
to my room, where my little old deportment. The fact is, life would
for one brief instant at the ticket light of the fire they could see the
the bantam, and eliminated by view.
To an American visitor to the fashioned trunk stood, locked and be a far more agreeable thing if
d w a r d d a v id ,
office
at
the
point
of
departure.
selection! those of the chickens
eyes of the two lions like glowing dethroned Bonaparte at Cbiselhurst
P a in t e r a n d
having double crests and blue toes.
Now, Captain Winter, half dazed, balls in the forest near by, but so n June, 1872, Louis Napoleon, in a tied. ‘Oh, ho I’ he cried. ‘Wipe politeness were more assiduously
Bacteria, as one might infer from
P a p e r-H a n g e r,
cultivated.— Youth's Companion.
The final result is a fixed dwarf their simple structure, seem to have but quite unUurt, jumped out of the long as tbe fire blamed the animals conversation about his own horses your eyes and come on quick.’
“And before I knew what he was
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. -*9"* Samples of paper breed, with rosty toes and single appeared with the firstlife on eartlr. smoking carriage, where he had
came no nearer.
always on hand.
and the war steeds of the most going to do, he had shouldered the
T H E FR O Z EN B R E E Z E.
crests.
In a study of the early rocks, M. been dreaming of his lost love, and
Toward morning, however, the illustrious of modern soldiers
trunk, was down stairs, and striding
J P. LA TS H A W ,
B. Renault has found indications of Jopked wildly around for her. Alas 1 one whose duty it was to feed the said :
STRANGE PHENOMENON OBSERVED
out
of the yard. Down the street
She
had
been,
he
knew,
in
the
fire, overcome by weariness, fell
Reds, browns, yellows and blacks the presence of microbes in bones,
The emperor’s favorite charger he went as fast as his long legs
BY A LOVER OF NATURE.
P a in te r a n d P a p e r H a n g e r in the scales of butterflies and teeth, scales and coprolites, as well ladies’ compartment, near the into a doze, the fire burned low, and was Marengo, an Arab of good size
could
carry
him,
I
trotting
behind,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA, Estimates furnished
moths are! shown by Mr. A. G. as abundantly in vegetable tissues, engine, which wa9 now only a as soon as its flames ceased to and style and almost white. He drying my tears as I went. We
and contracts taken.
Did you ever see a frozen breeze ?
Mayer to;be always due to pig especially the spores and sporanges hideous mass of smoking ruins. He flicker there was a rush, a bound, rode him in his last battle of Mount reached the station in time. Mr.
caught
the
burly
guard
by
the
arm.
of
ferns.
The
coccoid
or
globular
You
might have seen one if yon
J
P. KOONS,
and the lion carried away his com St. Jean, where Marengo received Lincoln put me on the train, kissed
ments. Greens, blues, violets,
had
gone
with me into the country
form
appears
to
have
been
earlier
“There
is
a
lady
under
there.
panion, grasping him by the shoul his seventh wound. 1 once mounted
purples and whitles are usually due
me good-bye, and told me to have a on a recent winter morning.
P ra c tic a l S la te r.
than
the
bacillar
or
rod-shaped,
the
Great
heaven
!
Why
do
you
stand
der, throwing the body over his him when a j’outh and but a short
to striae or structural conditions,
good time. It was just like him.”
RAHN STATION, PA. Dealer in every qual
This was the way it came to be
back and galloping off like a pat time before the steed died at the
but sometijnes to pigments. Uric species, as a rule, having been differs gaping here P”
ity of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental
Slates. Send for estimates and prices.
frozen.
All night long tbe air bad
ent
from
those
now
living.
“
We
think
all
are
out,
sir,”
8Rid
with
a
mouse.
Tragedies
of
this
acid and (its derivatives furnish
age of 36. Another favorite warA M IC R O B E -P R O O F H O U S E .
been laden with mist. Over the
the guard, moving uneasily under kind are numerous in Africa and horse was named Maria and was
many ol" tile colors. The drabs of
j Q M I E L 8 II(JE E R ,
fields, in the hollows, all through
certain moths are imparted by the
The tpning fork, struck and his strong grasp. “ Leave go, sir I Asia, but everywhere result from used by the emperor in many of his
the
woods, even on top of the hills,
A
NOTED
SCIENTIST
PUTS
UP
ONE
OF
There’s
no
call
to
pinch
me
like
carelessness,
lack
of
fuel
or
absence
blood,
and
some
brilliant
reds,
hundred
battles.
Her
skeleton
is
C o n tra c to r a n d B uilder,
applied to the crown of the bead,
the
fog hung heavily. All that
of firearms, for neither the lion, now to be seen in the ancient castle THE ODDEST STRUCTURES ON EARTH.
TRAPPE, PA. -Contracts for the construction yellows, etc., result from more com has been found by Doctor E. N. that. I didn’t upset the train.”
of all kinds of buildings executed. Estimates
time
the wind blew steadily, but
“I didn’t see what I had got hold tiger, panther nor any other animal of Ivenach on the Rhine, the prop
plex pigmepts.
Malioutine of Moscow to transmit
cheerfully furnished.
23ma.
not
fiercely,
from some northern
its vibrations to the vocal chords, of. You must move this wreckage. of the cat tribe can be induced by erty of the Yon Ples9en family: Of
One of the oddest domiciles on
quarter.
J. TRUCKSESS,
See”—pointing to r shattered glass hunger to rush into a bright light the other 60 or 70 horses owned by earth is that recently erected at
A•
The ideal oil-resisting rubber has causing them to vibrate in unison.
—TEACHER OF—
At nightfall the mercury fell be
window at their feet, which still bore after its prey. No doubt the dislike Napoleon and used in battle, per
In
this
way
he
has
cured,
with
by Dr. W. Van der
VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC, not yet been produced, according vocal exercises, a case of hysterical a fluttering paper legend, “Ladies of light has something to do with haps the most famous were All, Yokohama
low the freezing point, so that this
He3’den, the not bacteriologist of
to Mr. W. L. Terr3’. The hydro
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Organs tuned
Only.” “She was in here. I saw it, for all these animals are nocturnal, Austerlitz, Styrie and Jaffa. He Utrecht and Japan. The doctor’s mist, as it drifted through the trees,
loss
of
voice
that
had
resisted
all
and repaired.
Haply
carbons, as petroleum and resin oils,
her get on at Leeds 1”
but the fear of fire is probably quite had nineteen chargers killed under house is a dust-proof, air-proof, was frozen upon.their branches and
are least injurious to the rubber other treatment, including sugges
twigs. The elms, the oaks, and tbe
“
We
daren’t
move
it
until
the
as
potent a factor.
jp A N S E N G E R N
him.”
microbe-proof building of glass. It
used, while animal and vegetable tion. He believes that the process
other
leaflees trees took their ice-;
lifting
jacks
come,
sir,”
putin
the
The
curiosity
of
the
monkey
is
The American visitor might have stands on the open, unshaded
oils, represented by sperm and rape, would aid in training and improving
And B ag g ag e
coating
quite evenly ; but the thick,
station
master,
who
had
joined
the
forever
getting
him
into
trouble.
added,
but
did
not,
that
Marshal
the voices of singers.
grounds of the Hospital of Yoko
Conveyed to and from Collegeville Station. are most destructive,
impenetrable
masses of the needles
group. “If there is any one there, He will investigate, anything, no Blucher had twenty shot in battle, hama. The house is forty-four feet
Charges reasonable.
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.
of
the
pine
trees were covered
we should run the risk of crushing matter what, and in his pursuit of while General Custer and Forrest long, twenty-three feet wide and
A notable new alloy, claimed to her.”
A singular experience in cable
noticeably
only
upon the sides
knowledge will just as quickly and are believed to have each lost almost seventeen feet high. Large panes
J O H N II. C A S S E L B E R R Y ,
repairing h»s been lately brought to be practically unaffected by most
toward
the
north
or northwest,
Captain Winter looked around readily put his fingers into the fire as many in the brief period of four of glass, one-half inch thick and
the notice Of the London Institu acid and alkaline solutions, has tbe circle of faces. All looked back as the water. Darwin tells of a years. Maria, or Marie, is thus about four inches apart, are set in from which the wind came. The
S u rv e y o r & C o n v e y an c er. tion of Elejtrical Engineers. The been announced,by Herr Reith, of
at him inquiringly, as if seeking a monkey with which fie amused him described by Victor Hugo in the iron frames so as to form the sides strong, steady breeze bent the
All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
Boekenheim, Germany, who sug leader.
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable. cable between the Senegal coast of
self by encouraging the animal to words of a Frenoh veteran :
of a cellular building block. Of branches to leeward, while it was
P. O. Address ; Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
West Africa and Pernambuco in gests its use for laboratory vessels
dence : Evansburg, Pa
18oc.
“Volunteers 1” be said briefly. imitate certain actions of his own,
“On the day when Napoleon gave these blocks the walls are con icing them ; and when the wind
Soutli Aiwcfica was laid five j’ears and fittings in place of ebonite, Men she is my sweetheart I”
the results of which he knew very me tbe cross I noticed bis beast. It structed. There are no window went down in the morning they all
UND AY PAPER S.
ago, anc broke within three months vulcanite and porcelain. It contains
With a smothered cheer they well would be disastrous to the had ith ears very far apart, a deep sashes, the air escape being through remained just there, leaning to the
S
Different Philadelphia papers delivered
15 parts of copper, 2.34 of tin, 1.82
to those wishing to purchase in Collegeville and some lpO miles from the African
leaped
on the wreckage and worked simian. The naturalist lighted saddle, a fine head, marked with a several small openings around the southward, iced and frozen to im
Trappe every Sunday morning.
of
lead,
and
1
of
antimony.
00
being
repaired,
it
quickly
eoast.
HENRY YOST, News Agent,
like demons to clear it. Captain’s a candle, and in the presence of the black star, a very long neck, promi upper part of the second story, movability, but looking just as if
Collegeville, Pa.
broke again.. Investigation failed
military training stood him in good monkey, snuffed it with his fingers. nent knees, projecting flanks, oblique but through which no air from the the wind were still steadily blowing.
Even in tbe afternoon, when the
to
showi
the
usual
well-defined
cause,
Finding
portable
filters
unsatis
stead. His directions were sharp Leaving the candle burning, Darwin shoulders and a strong crupper. outside is admitted. The air sup
J. TH O M PSO N ,
rain began to fall, and the wind
but insLad the cable at this ppipf factory, Dr. Schumberg, of the and clear, and to blunder was im went away to a place whence he She was a little above fifteen hands
ply is obtained from a considerable came from quite another quarter,
—: PROPRIETOR OF ------winvalid to be surrounded by a (german Army Medical Academy, possible. Weights and strength could watch the animal’s actions high.”
distance, forced through a pipe and that north wind of the night before
ni& 8S,of what appeared to be adds a solution of bromine to water were well adjusted, and the heavy without himself being observed.
The Honorable Francis Lawley carefully filtered through cotton still remained white and frozen
Collegeville Meat S to re ! great
over tbe piny woods—the pale, rigid
Beef, Veal, Mutton, Pork; and Dried Meats river weed' in which were birds’ to destroy disease gertps, then mass was raised and so propped The monke3’’ of course snuffed the of London possesses the pioture of wool to cleanse it of bacteria.
To
always on hand.
feathers, oblige peel, gourds, scraps ammonia to make the water that it could not slip, and then they candle and burned bis fingers, but a white stallion, the history of insure further sterilization the air is corpse of a thing was keenly alive.
Patrons aerveu from wagon every Tuesday,
— The Listener in the Country
of carpets,'and other land debris, palatable.
Thuradsy and Saturday.
28ro.
found what they were seeding.
could never be induced to repeat wfiicli is well known, with the .driven against a glycerine-coated World.
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T he Hamilton Road bill, since it

is about the best that can be framed
at the present, should pass the Leg
islature.
A dispatch from London, April
11, says the Greeks have invaded
Turkish territory, and that irregular
fighting is going on. At present
writing a determined war between
the Greeks and the Turks seems to
be inevitable—a war that promises
to seriously involve other European
powers.
I n reappointing Dr. N. C. Shaeffer
as Superintendent of the Public
Schools of Pennsylvania, Governor
Hastings has done a wise and
broad-minded act. The Governor
took general fitness and not partisan
politics into account in this import
ant instance, and for doing thus he
deserves much praise fiom the gen
eral public.
E. D. C o pe , P h . D., one of
the leading students of natural his
tory in the world, died at his
museum, 2102 Pine street, Philadel
phia, Monday morning. His death
is a severe loss to the scientific
world, and yet what he has added
to the storehouse of human knowl
edge, based upon demonstrable
truths, remains behind for the bene
fit of those now alive, and millions
yet unborn.
P rof .

E x -Senator D aniel W. Y orhees,
of Indiana, who has been in failing
health for two years, died at his
Washington home Saturday morn
ing. His political career began in
the House of Representatives in
1861 ; he was appointed to the TJ.
S. Senate in 1871 and represented
iiis Stale in that body until March
last. He was a popular public man,
and for years was known as the
“tall sycamore of the Wabash.”
L ast week the House joint reso

lution appropriating $200,000 for
the relief of the Mississippi Valley
sufferers passed the Senate without
objection. President McKinley
signed the resolution as soon as it
reached him. The flooded distrtet
is represented in Congress by
General Catchings, who says
that the depth of the water in
that section is from two to twentyfive feet, and that all of the crops
are destroyed, many families ren
dered homeless, the entire topog
raphy of the country changed and
many lives have been lost.
Walton Capitol bill passed
the House finally Tuesday, without
amendment, by a vote of 149 to 49,
and as it had alrendy passed the
Senate, the Governor’s signature
will make it a law. I t appropriates
the sum of $550,000 for the erection
of a Capitol building on the old
site, leaving the cost of decorating
and furnishing for future action and
requiring that the building shall be
ready for the session of the next
Legislature. This will require en
ergetic work, but with the cost lim
ited, the site selected and the style
of building designated there need
be very little time lost in getting to
work. _________________
T he

T he season is right here when
Township Supervisors, without wait
ing for special legislation, and with
out noting animated discussions in
newspapers and elsewhere, should
go to work in earnest with the means
right at their command, and im
prove the public highways—pot by
scraping mud and stones into the
middle of the roads to remain there
as loose dirt and hard foot-balls for
horses, but by filling up holes and
ruts, and by removing all loose
stones from the roads. There is
enough money wasted on the public
roads in Pennsylvania every year to
build a new capitol at Harrisburg,
and one of the distinguishing and
aggravating abominations of the
present outlandish system of road
making is that which makes ordin
arily hard dirt roads areas of mud
and stone (for weeks) ender the
guise of road repairs 111
If dirt roads cannot be properly
maintained, how can any macadam
system be successfully maintained ?
Brother Dambly may answer this
question, if he has a little time on
bis hands.
O n Monday John Wanamaker
sent a letter to the executive com
mittee of the National Republican
League of Business Men, wherein
he declined to become a candidate
for the Republican nomination for
State Treasurer of Pennsylvania.
The letter also contained Mr. Wanamaker’s opinions in relation to the
importance of the State requiring
national banks to pay interest on
State funds on deposit. He is in
favor of even a higher rate than two
per cent, as proposed by a bill now
pending in the Legislature.
It is possible that Mr. Wana
maker still keeps an eye on a seat
in the United States Senate, and
is therefore not willing to accept a
less prominent public position at

this time. It may also have appear
ed to him that even if he should
consent to be a candidate for the
Republican nomination for State
Treasurer, his chances for success
would not be altogether roseate.
There is lots of business in Mr..
Wanamaker’s make-up, and he is in
clined to reason pretty closely.
T he insatiate greed of paternal
ism is receiving renewed stimulus.

a great change .in public sentiment
since the Presidential election, and
the certain return of their party to
power as fast as elections are held.
There are men, usually well-in
formed, who say that the Cuban de
bate in the Senate on the resolution
requesting the President to prevent
the killing of Gen. Riviera, now a
prisoner in the hands of the Span
ish, which was adopted, and on
the joint resolution for the re
cognition of Cuban belligerency,
which is pending, was not start
ed so much to help Cuba as it
was to “ get even” with Speaker
Reed for having adopted the donothing programme for the House
which promises to make delay on
the tariff bill by the Senate so glar
ingly conspicuous. They think it
would be paying Mr. Reed back in
his own coin to have the Cuban
sympathizers of the country hold
him responsible for the failure of
legislation in behalf of Cuba, and
they know that the belligerency
resolution cannot be put through
the House by unanimous consent,
and that there is no other way for
it to get through in the absence of
a committee to report it. The Riv
iera resolution is regarded as merely
buncombe, because it is understood
that before it was offered the Span
ish minister had told Secretary
Sherman that Riviera would not be
executed.
Every newspaper man in Wash
ington is glad that Mr. Theodore
Roosevelt, called among the boys
“ our Teddy,” is coming back. He
is to be Assistant Secretary of the
Navy, but no matter what he is or
where he is he is always a good
“ copy-maker,” and consequently is
liked by newspaper writers. Secre
tary Long, who insisted upon hav
ing Mr. Roosevelt for his assistant,
may not be so glad of his success
in getting him a few months from
this time as he is.now, if those who
know the two men well are not mis
taken in saying that'Mr. Roosevelt
is much the ablest. However, it is
no new thing for men to have their
superiors in brains'and ability for
subordinates, and this will not neces
sarily make trouble,

The Dingley tariff bill, if enacted,
will necessarily impose heavy taxes
upon wool used in the manufacture
of the carpets most consumed by
the people. The scheme is to tax
the whole American people to en
courage the growth of wool on highpriced farms in competition with
cheaper domestic and foreign wool.
Nearly a quarter of a century ago
hides were placed on the free list to
stimulate the manufacturing of
shoes, and as a result, American
firms are making the best shoes
for the people at reasonable prices
and are exporting $10,000,000 to
$12,000,000 of the products of the
leather industry of the nation.
The Dingley bill now proposes a
tax upon hides, and what for? To
cater to the greed of paternalism,
to create a tariff for monopolies.
Taxation, tariff or otherwise,
should invariably be based upon the
broadest principles of political
economy, upon a basis which can
take no special account of special
ized individual or corporate inter
ests.
If Bryanism, and all that term
may imply, sweeps the country in
1900, it will be due, and wholly due
to the uncontrollable greed of pater
nalism.
Let it be hoped that from the
standpoint of just taxation as well
as from that of party policy, the
U. S, Senate will not permit the EDITORIAL SCINTILLATIONS.
Dingley bill, as now framed, to be
The fact that good times are
come a law ; not by any means.
coming does Dot necessarily mean
that they will be here all at once.
WASHINGTON LETTER.
It takes time to make good times.—
Baltimore American.
From our Regular Correspondent.
W ashington, D. C., April 9.
Dr. Dingley’s revenue bill would
Congress gave an exhibition of rapid make “Pig Iron” Kelley a tariff re
transit legislation, as well as of the former and Sam Randall a free
touch of nature which makes the trader if those two eminent pro
tectionists were alive to-day.—New
whole world kin, when it broke all York Times.
previous records, in making an ap
The spryne8s of some of the Sena
propriation of $200,000 for the re tors on international questions is no
lief of the sufferers from the floods proof that they can get through
of the Mississippi river and its with the tariff in two mouths.—St.
tributaries and in the Red river of Louis Globe Democrat.
the North. Inside of two hours
Up to the present time the sole
President McKinley’s special mes demand on the Advance Agent of
sage, setting forth the urgent need Prosperity has beeu for an exhibi
tion of his samples of patronage.—
of help for the flood sufferers, was New
York Evening Journal.
read in both House and Senate, the
Talking about good “ money,”
resolution unanimously adopted,
that
government appropri
signed by the President, and the ation$200,000
for flood relief looks mightly
money available for immediate use. like some of the best that Uncle
For the first time, excepting Sun Sam ever made.—St. Louis Re
days, of course, since the fourth of public.
March, the White House is free
As the Carnegie firm controls the
from a crowd of office seekers. It supply of armor plate and the gov
isn’t free because the office-seekers ernment practically controls the de
have gone away, but but because mand for it an interesting clash of
monopolies appears to be imminent.
the President has gone down the —Washington Star.
Potomic river on the U. S. S. Dol
phin for two or three days rest.
The President feels that he al
Seeing a thousand or more persons ready needs a “ rest.” He has been
every day is calculated to worry literally hounded down by men who
want to serve their country for the
the strongest man into a nervous highest salary the}' can get.—Buf
wreck, and that is about what Mr. falo Commercial.
McKinley has been doing right
It is stated that there are not so
along.
many rich men in Congress as most
Speaker Reed surprised the House people suppose. Another way of
and the public by making a speech putting it would be that Congress
purporting to explain why he had men are not worth as much as the
people think.—Baltimore American.
not appointed the House commit
The women are going to hold a
tees. He said in effect that the
health congress in Philadelphia
time had been too short for him to pretty soon. There will be a rush
become well enough acquainted of business for the Philadelphia
with the 150 new members to give doctors while it lasts.—Cleveland
them proper committee assignments, Leader.
and that he was following a precedent
Professional patriots who throw
made by the late James G. Blane at up their hands in horror because
a similar extra session of Congress. Colonel Mosby is to take part in
the Grant monument parade would
He also said that he would welcome have been just as indignant had he
any action by the House, if at any refused to do so__Detroit Tribune.
time he was not properly carrying
It may be that the “ baggage
out its wishes. This was throw smasher’s” prejudice against the
ing down the gauntlet to his critics bicycle is that while be can always
sure enough, but after all it was throw a trunk, the bicycle is more
merely stating facts as they are. likely to throw him. I t is, in fact,
a revival of his throwing things
It is the majority of the House that with results.—Montreal Star.
has conferred the great authority
Whenever a Senator appears in
wielded by the Speaker, and it is opposition to civil service reform it
always in the power of the majority will generally be found that the
rules have kept some party friend
to recall that authority.
The Senate lost no time in con out of office. The wail of the sports
man is loudest when his own toes
firming the nomination of Hon. are
pinched.—New York Mail and
Benjamin Butterworth to be Com
Express.
missioner of Patents, and that
was not strange, as it is probable
Tight sh oes Cause Death.
that with the exception of several
A llentown, Pa., April 10— The
of the new ones every Senator is his wearing of tight shoes has caused
personal friend. Few men are bet the death of Milton Snyder, of this
About a year ago he purchas
ter known in Washington and none city.
ed a pair of new shoes, which gave
are better liked than Mr. Butter- him a great deal of trouble. One
worth. During his long service in of the shoes was so uncomfortable
the House he made no enemies, that it seriously crippled Snj’der’s
although he never lost an opportu foot. The ailment developed into
gangrene, a short time ago, and this
nity to stand up for his convictions, resulted in his death. Snyder’s
political and otherwise. There never death shocked his family and friends
was a time when a man of his cour greatly. He is survived by a widow
age, sterling integrity, and knowl and five children.
edge of patent law and practice was
HOW TO FIND OUT.
more needed at the head of the Pat
Fill a bottle or common glass with urine
ent Office, and there is little doubt and let It stand twenty-four hours ; a sedi
ment or settling indicates a diseased condi
that he will so far as his authority tion
of the kidneys. When urine stains
extends, bring about a speedy re linen it is positive evidence of kidney trouble.
frequent desire to urinate or pain in the
form in some of the practices of Too
back, is also convincing proof that the kid
certain attorneys who have been neys and bladder are out of order.
WHAT TO DO.
more intent upon skinning their
Thire is comfort in the knowledge so often
that Dr. Kilmer’s Swamp Root,
clients than in maintaining the honor expressed,
the great kidney remedy fulfills every wish
of the profession by rendering hon in relieving pain in the back, kidneys, liver,
bladder, and every part of the urinary pass
est service for money received.
ages. It corrects inability to hold urine and
The unprejudiced individual can scalding pain in passing it, or bad effects
following use of liquor, wine or beer, and
extract considerable amusement overcomes that unpleasant necessity of be
ing
compelled to get up many times during
from the talk of the Democrats and the night
to urinate. The mild and the ex-,
Republicans about the news from traordinary effect of Swamp Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its won
the municipal elections held this derful
cures of the most distressing cases.
If
you need a medicine you should have the
week in Ohio and elsewhere. The
beet. Sold by druggists ; price fifty cents
Republicans pooh, pooh the whole and one dollar. For a sample bottle and
pamphlet, both sent free by mail, mention
matter as merely local and of not the
Providence Independent and Bend your
full
post office address to Dr. Kilmer & Co.,
the slightest value as a pointer in
Binghampton,N. Y. The proprietor of this
national politics, while the Demo paper guarantees 'the genuineness of this
crats insist that the returns indicate offer.

Gramose
Flakes
The Epicure’s Delight,

We Close Wednesday and Thursday Evenings
at 6 o’clock. Other Evenings at 8.30
o’clock except Saturday Evenat 10 o’clock.

BRENDLINGER
NORRISTOWN,

The Dyspeptic’s Stand-by,
The Convalescent’s Comfort.
To be eaten dry or with liquid
foods. 15 cents a large box.

Also Crushed Oats and
all Cereal Foods.

g p PHILIP QUILLMAN,
GROCERIES, CHINA WARE,
DeHalb, ju st below Slain St.,

N O R R XS T O W

3ST-

will help to make your home walls more
beautiful by giving away free framed
pictures, The people iu town are taking
advantage of his great offer and by reason of
it beautifully framed and colored
art reproductions are making many
homes brighter and more, attractive. In
brief the plan is to present a picture free to
all who undertake to buy. goods to the
amount of

ULP

The man who paints property to
catch a purchaser may
use any mixture, b u t
for his permanent home
he wants permanent
paint, that’s Harrisons’
G ra te rs fo rd .
H trrispn Bros. & Co.. Philadelphia, Chicago and.New York.
Dealers in Harrison Paints have the big red “H” in their windows.

FOR SALE BY W. H. GUI STOCK’* SONS, ( ollegeville, Pa.

NTI - GAP

$13, $30, $»0, $40, $50 and $75 for
Cash in 4 or 5 months.
There is an easy and equitable plan ar
ranged and full particulars will gladly be
explained when you call. Ask about it,
please. It means your choice—a free
picture. Goods bought at Lowest Cash
Prices in a specified time. You pay nothing
for the picture. It Is our good will offering
because of dealing through a specified time.
Ask about it, please. We give you a second
invitation.

Remnant

Prevention and Cure of Gaps in Poultry.

Bargains! Sure

are a wonderful offering. The size is 27 by
60 inches. Can be used on both sides. A
new lot is now in and they will give more
satisfaction to buyers than did the first lot,
if that be possible.
Other price pointers are :

Should Have a New Hat Pin.

Tapestry Carpets, 45c. and up«
Ingrains, from 25c. up.

@

BUGS

shape and will be sold at nearly

Pew People Have Eyes Alike.

half-price.
Prints in all lengths, as low
goods.

See Our Easter W indow!

stock ready for your needs whenever wanted.

wide, wo/th 6c., at 3 |c. a yard,

G. L A N Z , The Jeweler,

Window Shades, Cnrtains and Awnings.

in 10 yard pieces.

211 DeKalb St., - - Norristown, Pa.

We do first-class work. We will do it for
you in the country and no extra charge more
than if you lived in town. A special offer is
made to fit 6ome of your rooms at q very low
price in the

Prim e Clover and Timothy Seed.
Also White Clover Seed for
the Lawn.
All the varieties of Garden and Flower
Seeds, Onion Sets, Choice Early Rose Potatoos 45c. bushel, White Star and other
variety of Potatoes, 35 and 40c.
FRESH LUMP

LIME For

W hitew ashing.

All the other departments are also fully
stocked and await your inspection.

Canton Flannel.

- - Un

bleached, in 5 and IQ yd. pieces,

now 12|c. a yd.

#

Assortment o f Shoes was Never
so Large.
Ladles’ Razor Toe, $1.25, $1.50 and $2.00.
All sizes of Children’s Shoes, 50c. up. The
full line of Freed’s Celebrated Shoes at
prices that cannot be beaten.

W ash

SOFT HATS

dress

goods in

light

colors for summer, worth 10 &
15c. a yard, now 6£c. a yd.

WARM UNDER CLOTHING
AND GLOVES FOR MEN.

Remember, I am the man who Is never un
dersold, and I always give the newest
goods for least money.
THE LITTLE BOYS all like me, for
they get suited here in Hats and Caps
I SELL AND MEND

-=

1
Umbrellas recovered for 50c. up.

Ladies’ Skirt Patterns,

Norristown, Pa.

THEM AT THE
Up-to-date Horse Blankets to go at C ost!
New Spring Calicoes at 7$ yd.; 8c. Calicoes for 6c. Remnants at 5c. yd. Light
Calicoes at 5c. yd. New Lancaster Ginghams, 7c. Bglington Ginghams, 5c.
Shoe Department.—Men's Oiled Grain, Freed's make, $1.25, $1.50. Kip, Extra
Heavy, $1.00, $1.25 to $1.50. I hare a large stock of Men's, Women and Children's Fine
Shoes ; Men's from $1.00 up, Women's from $1.00 up, Children's from 25c. up.
New Groceries always on hand. Goods delivered free of charge.
Batchlor's dung forks, 40c.; hSkory rakes, 23c.; garden rakes, 23e.; brooms, 15, 20 and
25c.; ground salt 55c.; fine salt, biishel size 45c., half-bushel 25c. Do not forget the large
assortment of garden seeds ; onion sets, 3 qts. for 25c.

MATTHIAS CUSTER, Eagleville, Fa.

T he O pening.of S p rin g
That it will pay the readers of this paper who are interested in Dry Goods
to visit BEECHERS, Pottstown, is without a doubt

ECONOMY, BEAUTY and ELEGANCE

In Silks, the newness strikes you, and prices blush for lowness.
. Iu Wash Fabrics: A congress of the world’s genius diffused through
Organdies, Lawns and Royals^
Shirt Waists, in Oxford, Madras, Ballstes and|Dimitles.
Saving Prices and High Qualities firmly Linked with Good
Value All Over the 8 tore.
, V W This is no joke r but if you care to save money in little things—such
as Corsets, Ribbons, Laces, Gloves, Embroidery, we are people to call on.
All the best makes of spool cotton one price—3 spools for 10 cents.

BEEC H ER S,
12no.

POTTSTOWN.

in various colors, sold for 2Jc.
and 3/|c. a pattern, now 19c.

W .A .Q - OUSTS

Embroidery E n d s ,

F R Y ,

:

I Y ou C an F in d

BARGAIN - COUNTER.

We boast on quality of Fine Groceries.
An excellent bright black Prune, 5c. lb. and
one little sugared 4c. lb. Choice Evaporated
(TIMES BUILDING,)
Peaches, 8,10 and 15c. lb. Choice Evapor
ated Apricots, 2 lbs for 25c. Choice Evapor Main and Swede Sts., Norristown.
ated Pears, 10c. lb. Most excellent Rio
Coffee, 20c. lb.; try it, am sure it will please;
one for 15c. Extra quality of green and
black tea mixed, 30c. lb. Good Corn 5c. can.
Rice 5cl lb. Ginger Snaps, 5c! lb. Sour
Krout, 5c. qt. 2 very nice Brooms for 25c.
2 good Water Buckets for 25c. 7 nice fat
Mackerel for 10c. Caustic Soda, 5c. lb.

JO H N

:

In Spring Dress Goods !

Light Dress Goods. --

F IN E N E W L IN E

F u ll Line D ry Goods

16 E. Main Street,

S h eetin gS .“ 9-4 or 2 | yards
yd. pieces, worth 18c. a yd.,

The very best quality of Ready-Mixed
Paint at $1.25 gal. All colors in stock.
Ask for a color card.

Extra nice muslin, 5c. yd., one yard wide.
Remnants of calicoes, 4c. yd. Ladies’ Short
Waists, 50 and 75c. Large stock of Corsets,
50, 75c. and $1.00 Ginghams 4c., and 4 yds.
for 25c.

&c., sold at ljc . a yd., now 3

wide unbleached sheeting, in j

313 and 315 DeHalb Street.

Shovels, Spades, Rakes and Hoes.

J. D. SAULADE, Optician,

yard wide, suitable for skirts,

I . H . Brendlinger,
80 and 83 Main Street.

Select proper lenses, and adjust glares to suit both eyes. We make glasses all shapes and
sizes to fit every defect of vision. j

F l a n n e l —Mixed Goods, 1

yds. for 25c.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

W e T est l a c h E y e S ep a ra tely ,

Eagleville Store. ]^-

C A R PE T - - R EM N A N TS worth 6c., at 3Jc.
If they be large enough. Bring the room
size measurements and perhaps you will be
one of the great gainers from these bargain
remnants.

Fully nine-tenths of those wlb wear Glasses have different vision in each eye. Some
times It is a decided difference ; in qhers only a slight variation. A careless examination
will fail to bring out this defect. %e same lenses will be adjusted to both eyes—and head
ache and eye strains that medicine fills to relieve are the results.

as 3e. to 5 |c. a yard for best

We bave tbe latest conceptions in
Ginghams. “ Apron Ging
the pin-mans art in STERLING
anti STONE MOUNTINGS, from Body Brussels, Moquettes, Axminsters,
hams worth 6c. a yd. at 3 |c . in
Gobelins, Savonnieres, Oil Cloths,
25 cents.
Linoleums, &c.
5 yard pieces only.
Just half tbe price they are else
where.
Straw Mattings - and - Rag Carpets
M u s l i n . - U nbleached, 1 yd.
Are always in season and we aim to keep the

FOR SPRING OF 1897.

10 Cents Per Bottle.

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

All different grades up to the very best allwool. The stock is replete with pretty
patterns of

A T F E N T O N ’ S.

-

The odds of our stock has

y/G.Scotchbeen cleaned and all are in good
"

Corn Cure, I -

----- S O L I D - A .T — -

Bniliiipr’s Carpel Department!

«8 HER
^EASTER
^ B O N N ET

FOR THE

Ribbon Ends,all colors and
widths and lengths, at jc. a

F O R S A L E ! piece.

W. P. F E N T O N ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Above High Water Hark

A L L

&
all

—OF-

lengths, widths and styles, at 5c.

K n S T D S !

a piece.

A SPECIAL LOT of HOME-MADE BUGGIES.

REPAIRING of all kinds promptly at
tended to. If you have a wagon you want re
painted or varnished, give me a call.
Wagons of all kinds built to order, at the

ROYERSFORD - CARRIAGE - WORKS,
ROBERT OEHLERT, Proprietor.

IS RESERVED FOR

Colored Turkish Tow
els, suitable for tidies, at 5c.
each, surely worth 13c'.

Lace Ends, all

styles and

lengths, at jc. a piece.

Silk Ends,

H igh - G rade

fine qualities

and all styles and lengths, at

FER T ILIZER S

TN QUALITY, with the prices at low tide,
is what may be said of our HATS this sea
son. Never before have we been able to Just what Farmers want ! I am now taking
offer such bats to our customers. They are
the most stylish, the best wearing, and the
orders for Packer’s Union Eerlowest price goods we have ever carried.
-----tiliaser f o r ------

CL

E .

831 Main St.

B

-

Royersford, Pa.

Wheat, Oats and Clover,
which is the best adapted fertilizer for these
crops now in the market, Analysis guaran
teed. For further particulars call on or ad
dress

BRANDT

Standard Bicycles

ABRAM CUSTER

Are High Grade
in material, workmanship, finish and
equipment, and are fully guaranteed
by us to be free from imperfections.
We are

TRAPPE, D
P
A
K
.

I NOT IN THE TRUST.

Established 1837.

| SEEING IS BELIEVING.
COME AND S E E .

W h is k y

f o r in *

v a lid « .
R E T A IL E R S
CM

J. H. Brandt & Bro.,

Huey & Christ
1209 MARKETST.

5Í

Mil» STREET BELOW DíKALB, I

PHILADELPHIA

Exppeesage prepaid on sample bottle to any point

wi hi ó ::oü hi i'.t-s cf Philadelphia.

G

ET YOUR Posters Printed at
the Independent Office.

R O T E R S F O B D ,
IF .A..
SPRINGER BLOCK.

comfort bindings, by the bundle
5c., surely worth 15c.

IT CO STS N O TH IN G

H

A

T

\

S

Brand new stock of Spring
York.

The styles are the best

expectations.

Very

fine goods and good stock.

Kulp Bros.
Gratersford, Pa.

TO HAVE YOUR EYES EXAMINED

“S I

W . H. P O D E S T A & C O .,
OPTICAL SPECIALISTS,

No. 113 N O R T H

N IN T H

STREET,

AB O V E A R C H ,

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

They have had over fifteen years experience in all the various
lines of Optical work, and assure complete satisfaction to
every patron. Many ills, inconvenic nces and discomforts are caused by E y e - S tr a in , which may
be readily relieved if you consult thejr S p e c ia lis t and have your Eyes examined by Lim F REE*
tx
*Hcorrectly
——
——
— * cost, whether or not glasses will give you relief.
He- —
will
advise
you without
Should you need glasses, the pric^es quoted are not equalled, for the same grade o f goods:
Solid Gold Spectacles, $ 2 , 0 0 ; e l s e w h e r e $ 5 . 0 0 1 A Written Guarantee
I
with every Pair.
Steel Spectacles, 5 (be.; elsewhere $1.00
W. H. PODESTA, will give his espec ial attention to all callers on M o n d a y s and T h u r s d a y s .
OPEN SATURDAY EVENINGS UNTIL 9 P. M. ^

Also a big line of Stiff Hats,
as low as $1.25 to $2.00.

A

by

C m lo rR ei! b y le n d Ingf Phr$2< ’la n $ at* t h e

AGENTS WANTED.

i&zzzs xæ®

creton, is about 4 inches wide

Black Laici, $1.00
A fine line of Soft. H ats, all
Greca “
1.25
Tcìlovv “
1.50
Wl.lto “
1.75 colors and styles, at $1.50, all
Perfection Brand
(12 years) 2.00 worth $2.00.

They are just as good as though we
asked and you paid a $100.00 for them.

NORRISTOWN, PA.

tom from

and the prices are away below

PU R E

<§$60.ooJ

I

Creton Strips,

and Summer H ats from New

HENCE OUR PRICE IS ONLY

Largest Cycle House in
Montgomery County,

10c. a piece.

and good lengths, suitable for

IF

THE CLOTHIER AND
FURNISHER,

THOSE

Mezzo Tiihts,
T h o se M ezzo T in ts
Are in acti ve demand. They are
faithful photographs, finished
in the highest style of the art.
A steady stream of patronage
attests, the pleasure we have
given our patrons. Bring the
children. We pride ourselves
on “ taking” the little ones.

GEO. W. D ^
Photographer,

O YOU WANT EMPLOYMENT
At home or traveling with GOOD
D
PAY ? If so, write us for particulars, giv

ing age and-occupation. You can work all
or part time, and the work is LIGHT AND
EASY. Address,
THE HAWK8 NURSERY COMPANY,
8ap4m.
Rochester, N Y.
.
The Perkiome" and Reading Turnpike
F
House and lot in the Borough of Collegeo r sale

-l
ville. The undersigned is authorr . 4 i |i t ized to sell at private sale said
SAhou8e and lot. The lot is 61 feet,4
«JALrlsIinehes fronting on turnpike and
196 feet deep, with a two-story stone house,
80 by 18 feet, and a well of excellent water.
Price $400.
FRANK M. HOBSON.

DeKALB, Just Above M ain S t ,
%
I f you have anything i
sell, advertise it in the Independen
NORRISTOW N, P A .

Providence Independent n-

Commencement.

Suicide.

Unusual Fatality.

A Wreck.

FROM OAKS.

Big Price Paid for a Dog.

D t E L l t ! S A t .t ; o f

XT

ANOTHER LOAD OF

Train No. 59 on the Perkiomen
Palm Sunday was a nice day.
B oston , April 11.—
th o u s a n d
Samuel Jamison, aged 82 years, a
An unusual fatality has become
The annual commencement of the
Fine Iowa H orses!
Ursinus School of Theology will be well-known resident of Norristown, attached to the office of prison war The cold, raw air, was indeed brac Railroad was wrecked about mid dollars is something of a price to
night
on
Saturday
above
the
cov
ing,
but
in
the
sheltered
nooks
pay
for
a
dog
and
yet
that
is
the
We
will sell at public sale on SATURDAY,
committed
suicide
on
Sunday
after
den at Norristown—James Burnett
held in Bomberger Memorial Hall
TERMS : $1.25 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.
APRIL 17, 1897, at the Valley House Sta
noon by hanging. The only cause in 1892, William E. Moyer in 1893 wherever the sun’s rays penetrated ered bridge about a mile from the suin which a prominent Philadel bles,
on Tuesday, May 4, 1897.
Skippack, another car load of fine Iowa
assigned for the rash deed was that and Harrison Bickel Thursday night. there was a geniel warmth like sun East Penn Junction. The train phia lawyer has just given Dr. W.
■ |~ Horses. McCollum says : They
was
in
charge
of
Conductor
A.
shine
in
the
heart.
The
attendance
G.
Kendall,
of
this
city,
for
the
T h u rs d a y , April 15, 1897.
beat the last load 25 per cent. This
he
was
despondent
over
the
death
George Schall, one of the two sur
Silver Medal Contest.
.is certainly a good load. Among
of bis closest friend James Thomp viving wardens, died several months at the churches was good, both at Miller and Engineer John Kromer. noted Boston terrier, Squanto. Dr.
them several pairs of mated bay
A Demorest silver medal contest son, who was buried on Saturday ago. The only surviving ex-wai(len Green Tree and at St. Paul’s. Rev. When the train passed Emaus it Kendall refuses to give the name of
teams. Horses can be seen and tried on
HONE ANI» ABROA».
will be held in Masonic Hall, Trappe, previous.
broke
in
two
and
came
together
Mr.
Me,)
era
preached
at
Green
Tree.
the
purchaser.
The
purpose
of
the
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday previous
is Joseph C. Beyer. This instance
on Thursday evening, April 29, at
again with a crash, wrecking seven purchaser is to establish a grand to sale. 15?" Will take horses in exchange.
of
unusual
fatality
will
hardly
have
Monday
was
anything
but
a
spring
m.
empty box cars. Some of the cars Boston terrier keunel, with Squanto Sale at 1 o’clock, p. W.
—The small boys spin their tops the while 7.45 o’clock. Admission, 15 cents. Special Meeting o f Town Council. the effect of deterring applicants
C. ROSENBERRY.
day, aud like our maDy reform were thrown down the embankment. at
their sisters
the head.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.
from presenting their claims to the movements, reforming to retrograde.
At
a
special
meeting
of
Town
Are rolling hoops or skipping rope all
Tracks were blocked several hours.
An Ex-Sheriff Abroad.
day ;
Council, Tuesday evening, an ordi office.
The wind ladened with snow not The steam wrecking ear from Read
The ball fiend’s hands are getting full ol
Death o f a Centenarian.
Ex-Sheriff
A.
D.
Simpson,
of
Nor
TJUBLIC SALE OF
nance granting the Citizens’ Passen
from some far distant land of bliz ing was summoned and cleared the
blisters.
FROM I RON BRIDGE.
zards, but home brewed from first- tracks.
Aud so we know that spring is come to ristown, started Monday on along ger Railway Company the right to
Lizzie
Hencher,
who
was
106
, • _________
FRESH COWS!
stay.—Puck.
trip, covering Denver, Los Angles, extend its line through the borough
Abel Hamel and family of Mont class snow-garbed mountain crests
years of age, died at the Berks
San
Francisco
and
other
California
of
Collegeville,
was
passed
as
fead,
AND A LOT OF SHOATS.
and
sides,
assisted
to
make
it
most
Clare
and
John
Knause
of
Trappe
CHEEKS
FOR
CAR
JOURNALS.
County
Home
late
Thursday
night.
- —Old hens playing havoc with
aud the Committee directed to sub were the guests of J. B. Cook, Sun uncomfortable. The mist and rain
Up to her illness she retained her Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY,
rhubarb plantations and rows of points of interest.
mit the same to the Company and to day.
(but a very slight remove from EDITOR HALDEMAN TAKES OBSERVA faculties, had lots of vitality and APRIL 19, 1897, at my residence near ’
little oniuns furnish additional
?Td$the almshouse, 25 fresh cows and
ask for prompt and decisive action.
On a Run.
snow) and coal fires and plenty of
was apparently good for . several _jjj£„springers.
proof in the same direction.
One thoroughbred Jersey
TIONS STANDING ON HIS HEAD.
The Sunday school will hold their wraps assisted to maintain warmth
more years. Her eyesight appeared cow with second Calf—fine as any In Yl ^
Monday morning a double team
annual
Easter
festival
ou
Sunday
-—A good lady of the upper ward belonging to William McHarg, of
to those who did not indulge in ex Connell of Collegeville borough, organized to grow stronger lately and her America. Also alotof exchange andx325itr
Smoke House On Fire.
afternoon at 2 p. m. All are in ercise to keep warm. It is hardly only a few months ago, asks she Schuylkill limbs were strong. Only two weeks belogna cows, and 100 shoats weighing from
wouldn’t object to serve in council Lower Providence, started on a run
Valley Traction Company a sum of $2500
40 to 140 pounds. Sale at one o’clock. Con
Suuday a' week ago the smoke vited.
until the trolley issue is settled. on its. own account from the coal
worth while to count on good and $250 a year thereafter, and one fifth the ago she made up her mind to leave ditions by
bouse
on
the
premises
of
Wm.
of repairs to the street for the period of tue almshouse and she walked to
M. P. ANDERSON, Agent.
“ What are you men trying to do, yard at this place and went as far
M. T. Hunsicker has his new Out- weather until after Easter, for cost
Prizer, this borough, took fire from
five years, for an Insignificant franchise to
W. M. Pierson, auct. J.M.Zimmerman, cl’k.
anyhow ?”
as J. P. Rebison’s farm before being a spark lodging in the roof, it is kitchen under roof. Abram Halde- spring does not arrive until after pass over their street. What do you think Skillingtou before the watchman
Lent and the love of a hat or a of this for gall ? The members of that discovered her absence. Lizzie was
supposed. The flames were first man is doing the carpenter work.
—Peter Bromley has removed caught. No damage was done.
duck
of a bonnet has properly Council should sell their cheeks to the com never married and was unable to TJUBLIC SALE OF
discovered by Wilson Underkoffler,
from Langhorne to the premises
Wm. Troutman is improving his bloomed, and there is but little hope pany for car journals.—Harleyxville News.
read or write. She was brought to
and prompt action on his part and property by erecting a new front for settled weather until that time.
A Correction.
recently vacated by David Reiner,
There can be no objection to Edi the almshouse three years ago, and
on
the
part
of
others
prevented
the
Wagons and H arness!
in Lower Providence.
In the report of the proceedings
tor Haldeman making suggestions, at that time declared she was 103
fence.
flames
from
reaching
the
house.
Services
will
be
held
at
St.
Paul’s
50
Elegant
New Wagons. 20 Sets Harness.
affecting the Council of College years old. So far as known she has
—Robert Oelilert’s carriage fac of Town Council, as published last
25 Old Wagons. •
Mr. Samson, of Ursinus, preached on Good Friday.
week,
an
error
was
made
in
stating
ville,
but
he
should
be
a
little
more
no relatives living. Prior to enter
tory at Royersford is an extensive
a very interesting sermon in the
At
Hendricks’
Hotel, Schwenksville, Pa.,
Accommodations
Too
Limited.
that
Mr.
Roberts
made
the
motion
plant, and Robert is doing a boom
People who claim to know, say if particular in bis statements. That ing the almshouse she lived on a on GOOD FRIDAY,
APRIL 16,1897.
chapel Sunday evening.
to
adopt
Wyoming
bluestone
flag
is
to
remark
:
he
should
uot
indulge
The
officials
of
the
Pennsylvania
small
tract
of
land
on
Neversink
ing business.
the weather is fair on Good Friday
This will be the best lot we ever offered at
ging for the sidewalks on Main Lutherau Ministerium,to be held iu
in
mental
gymnastics
with
quite
so
Mountain, which she cultivated, any sale. 20 spring-back top buggies, 10
J. B. Cook bad a small fire on an abundance is in store for the
—A break in the standard oil street. The motion as made and June, have withdrawn their accept hand last Thursday afternoon. He husbandman.
much reckless disregard for facts. and what product she did uot use fine very light split seat surries, finest in the
m arket; also two-seat phaetons, spindles,
pipes at York, which cross the unanimously passed was made by ance of the invitation to meet in was using his coal house for a smoke
The sum of $250 per year (under herself site took to Reading and milk
wagons, jump seats, market and ex
Susquehanna river at Shenk’s Ferrjf, Mr. Paist.
Mr. I. R. Weikel has potatoes the proposed ordinance) is not re
Norristown, sinee it has been ascer house when it caught fire. The
press wagons. Come for bargains. We sell
has already luined the famous shad
to the highest bidders. Old wagons and
tained that the accommodations meat was burued and the building plauted and peas up in his truck quired to be paid until after the ex
cheap horses taken in exchange. Sale at 2
fisheries in the river.
piration of five years, and under the
that town could afford would be in practically destroyed by the flames. patch.
Handkerchief Surprise.
BEASTS, BIRDS AND FISH.
p. m., sharp.
said
ordinance
the
Company
will
sufficient
and
unsatisfactory.
It
is
Edward H. Latshaw, clerk at the
—Adam Mench, for a number of
By the death of a brother in not be taxed for street repairs. If
Spiders usually live two or three
W. H. Rosenberry Carriage Co.
years a prominent farmer of Upper store at Oaks station, who is a son probable that the Synod will con
Perry county, Pa., Mrs. Shull was the facts, as they really exist, war- years.
Ladies’ Aid Society.
vene
in
Philadelphia.
Providence, removed to Pottstown of Mr. and Mrs. I. P. Latshaw, of
remembered in his will.
Each salmon produces about 20,lant a serious consideratiqj) of Edi
ggs f o r h a t c h in g .
A very largely attended meeting
last week.
this borough, was twenty years of
000,000 eggs.
Eggs at 50 cents per setting, from
tor
Haldeman's
airy
suggestion,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Isaac
Dettra
have
a
of
the
Ladies’
Aid
Society
of
Trin
Bat
and
B
all.
age last Saturday. During the day
thoronghbred chickens, such as Brown Leg
Pet toads are sold at eight pence horns,
—Dr. Humphreys says as “77” is the mails brought Edward no less
young
sod, and its name is John. then members of Collegevilie Coun
ity
Church
was
held
in
Fenton’s
Goldlace Wyandotts, and Barred
The Olympic base ball team of
to Grip, so is No. 10 to Dyspepsia. than 36 handkerchiefs from as
Plymouth Rock. These chickens are well
Hall, Monday evening, the members Have a little care to whom you ad cil might be persuaded to enter into apiece in Paris.
Norristown
came
up
from
the
Hub
mated
and
are as finely bred as any in the
Germany exports 750,000 cana
The first dose relieves—its persist many friends residing here,in Phila Saturday and played ball with the and friends present being the guests dress a letter, whether to John’s early negotiations with “ the com
country ; as good as the hest. Eggs from
ries
every
year
to
all
parts
of
the
pany.”
~
ent use cures—25c., at all druggists. delphia and Reading.
John
or
Ike’s
John
;
it
may
go
to
these at one-half of former price. 50 cents
Ursinus team. The result was a of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Fenton.
world.
per setting. My residence is at Kern’s
SURPRISE PARTIES.
score of 18 to 10 in favor of Ursinus. Routine business * was transacted the wrong person.
— Druggist Culbert advertises
Stray dogs are cremated in Bir Mingo Mill, Upper Providence ; post office
and
some
exchange
of
opinion
was
address,
Pa.
Crescent Literary Society.
specialties in his usual space, this
The starting up of the Enamel
Miss Annie T. Hunsicker, daugh mingham, England, at the rate of 25mr. Box 232 Royersford,
The Sophraores had another vic had in relation to furnishing the
GEORGE C. JACKSON.
issue.
Brick
Works
brings
many
appli
ter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
K.
Hun
A regular meeting of the Cres tory last Thursday afternoon, when church pews with cushions, achurch
fifty a day.
cants for employment.
sicker, near Perkiomen Bridge, was
It is said that the Greenland
—There have been one thousand cent Literary Society will be held they played base ball with the improvement now under way. The
s t a t e n o t ic e .
surprised Thursday even- whale sometimes attains the age of
assignments in Montgomery county at the Mennonite school house, near Seniors, winning by a score of 6 to following musical and literary pro
Wm. Thompson, who died very agreeably
Estate of Joseph Himes, late of Lower
ing
by
a
party
composed
of
about
Yerkes,
next
Saturday
evening,
four
hundred
years.
26.
They
now
hold
the
champion
gram
was
presented
by
the
social
since the county’s organization in
Providence, Montgomery county, deceased.
suddenly at Charity Hospital, Nor forty of her young friends from this
The
sea
has
no
herbivorous
ani
April
17.
Officers
for
the
ensuing
ship
of
the
college
in
base
ball.
Letters of administration on the above estate
committee: Recitation, “ Lydia’s ristown, did duty on the gun boat
1784.
been granted the undersigned, all
term will be elected and other
Ride”—Miss Stella Bechtel; Reci Theodore Cuyler, and was also place, Trappe, Evansburg, Royers- mal. It is a great slaughter house, having
persons indebted to said estate are requested
ford,
and
Norristown.
In
addition
—“ I wrote to the editor of this routine business transacted, after
where
all
the
inhabitants
prey
on
tation, “A Pauper’s Revenge”—M. stationed at the navy yard, Pensa
Runaway.
to make immediate payment, and those havto various games, recitations were each other.
paper asking wbat class of writing which an interesting literary pro
iug legal claims, to present the same with
Warren Essig; Music, selection, cola, Florida.
A
horse
belonging
to
Dill
man
AMANDA HIMES,
given by Misses Alice Wismer and
gram will be presented. There will
The California Board of Examin out delay to
paid best.”
Ursinus Mandoliu club; Reading,
Blackburn,
proprietor
of
Eagleville
Pa.
“ Yes ! And what did he reply ? also be a debate. All invited.
Mrs. Dave Williams is still on the Annie Hunsicker. Misses Grace ers has recommended an appropri Or her attorneys, FranklinCollegeville,
“
The
Artist’s
Surprise”—Miss
Ber
March and John
hotel,
took
fright
on
Providence
Stearly
and
Sallie
Pugh
rendered
a
“ Cheques 1”— Tit Bits.
ation of $287,000 to pay coyotesick list. Herbert Campbell is bet
T. Wagner, Norristown, Pa.
15ap.
hill Thursday and ran away. Near tha Hamer; Recitation, “ TheSpec ter and is about again. Mrs. Cbas. duet, with piano accompaniment. scalp claims.
N a m e < lu ilt.
tre
Warrior”—Mr.
Abram
Allebach;
the base of the hill the frightened
— The new Opera House at
Mischievous boys distributed
s t a t e n o t ic e .
At the Easter services of St. animal ran against a wire fence, music, Mandolin club. Then fob Taylor and daughter Nora Allen Refreshments in abundance were
Royersford is a very complete
served. The event proved to be a lighted cigarettes among the monk
Estate of Isaac Wanner, late of the
are under the care of Dr. Rambo.
structure of its kind and an orna James’ Reformed church, Limerick, which checked its further progress. lowed what Mrs. Fenton aptly des
of Collegeville, Pa., deceased. Let
very pleasant social affair.
eys at the Paris Zoo the other day borough
ignated
“
An
Easter
Opening”
iu
Sunday
evening,
April
18,
a
quilt
ters
testamentary
upon said estate having
The runaway was caused by the
ment to that progressive borough.
Several ineffectual attempts have
and
the
animals
puffed
away
until
Thursday
evening
twenty-nine
been
granted
to the undersigned, notice is
the
form
of
a
hat
trimming
contest
containing 800 names will form one breaking of the bit. Mr. Blackburn
been made to force an entrance into members o f the Evansburg M. E. the keeper intervened.
hereby given that all persons indebted to the
—Customer—“This is a different of the features. About $160 have secured another bridle and bit and in which about a dozen gentlemen Dr. Rambo’s residence, and an at
estate are requested to make immediate pay
participated. Mrs. A. D. Fetterolf tempt to force the front shutters church, and a few friends, visited
kind of soap from your usual, isn’t been realized from the names in the went on his way to Norristown.
ment, and those having claims or demands
the
home
of
sisters
Mrs.
Susanna
against the estate will make known the same
and Misses Sara Hendricks and was only frustrated by the sudden
it ?”
blocks forming the quilt, which is
DID
YOU
E
V
E
R
U
S
E
A
without delay to
Fannie Hamer were appointed appearance of the doctor on the Rosenberger and Miss Elizabeth
“Barber—“Yes, sir; but how do artistically arrayed with a border
R. NEWTON WANNER,
A Bank Clerk Elected.judges. The gentlemen were fur scene with a double-barreled shot Peters, Lower Providence, and ten
you know ?”
and a presentation center, having
Areola P. O., Montgomery County, Pa.
dered
them
a
complete
surprise.
At a meeting of the directors of nished with all necessary materials,
lapr.
Customer—“ It tastes different.” the name of the pastor and congre
Some one will get a dose of The pastor of the church, Rev. J.
the Montgomery national bank, were required to thread their own gun.
—Pick-Me-Up.
gation.
medicine
the
recollections
of
which
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Saturday, Walter B. Sallade, a son needles, and were allowed twenty they will cherish, if not relish, if S. Tomlinson, accompanied the
Estate of Joseph Casselberry, late of
—Caller—“Can’t I see Mr. Jones
party, and shared the joys of the
of Jeweler J. D. Sallade, Norristown, minutes time, in which to exercise any
Fatal Accident.
Upper Providence township, Montgomery
more attempts are made.
DID YOU EYER NEE ONE ?
to-nigbt ?”
occasion.
After
prayer
and
a
brief
was
elected
to
a
clerkship,
to
fill
their
talents
as
millinery
artists.
county,
deceased. Letters of administration
Monday evening Joseph Rahn, a position made vacant by the resig
Servant—“ Mr. Jones begs to be
on the above estate having been granted to
experience meeting, various games
Their
efforts
caused
much
mirth
and
Oaks
was
well
represented
at
the
the undersigned, all persons indebted to said
excused to-noight—he doied this living north of Zieglersville. was nation of Clement J. Craft. Mr. some grotesque effects were finally surprise party at Kulp’s, Areola, ou were indulged in. Then came a
Well, no matter if yon did or did not. We estate are requested to make immediate pay
engaged guiding a hay wagon which Sallade is a graduate of the Nor
afternoon.”
feast
of
good
things—cakes,
fruits
presented to the judges. Mrs. A. Saturday night.
will make you a PRESENT of one, provid ment, and those having legal claims, to pre
was being backed up the barn bridge
of the season, etc. It was an enjoy ing you call soon and purchase Garden or sent the same without delay to
—Assemblyman Daniel F. Moore, and on to the barn floor when a jolt, ristown high school. His friends D. Fetterolf, in a unique little
SARAH CASSELBERRY,
Flower Seeds or Bulbs, to the amount of
A party of young folks in search
of Phcenixville has introduced a caused by one of the wheels striking about here, as well as in Norristown, speech, announced the decision of of wild flowers mistook a patch of able event, and the aged ladies ex one dollar ($1.00) or more, and mention that Or her attorney,
Oaks, Pa.
pressed
themselves
as
having
been
F. G. Hobson, Norristown, Pa.
2-25
you saw this a dvertisement. We wish to kill
bill into the Pennsylvania Legisla the floor, threw the tongue of the wish him success in his new the judges. Mr. Hotteustein, of leeks for arbutus. The fragrance
very agreeably surprised and enter three birds with one stone.
Ursinus, was awarded first prize—a
ture, appropriating $25,000 to the wagon around. Mr. Rahn, who had position.
tained.
First, we want to know if any one reads
large chocolate ' cake; Mr. Price re was there, if not the flowers.
Phcenixville Hospital.
hold of the tongue, was thrown
i r e i f i r e i— n o t ic e .
our adv. in Mr. Moser’s valuable paper.
BOROUGH FATHERS OF
ceived
honorable
mention,and
Frank
The members of the Union Mutual Fire
F
Aaron Overdorf in moving his
down
¿he
side
of
the
barn
bridge
JOYOUS
SPRING-TIME.
Second,
we
want
to
introduce
Quaker
'“"—Naturalization Court will meet and in striking the ground his neck
and
Storm Insurance Company are hereby
Johnson
was
treated
to
the
booby
TRAPPE IN COUNCIL.
pig pen found it was a regular har
Nature neyer looks so well as Bread Pans ; for if you use one, you will notified that a contribution was >levied bn
on April 26. The only other court was broken, causing almost instant
prize, a tiny rabbit filled with candy.
February 15,1897, on each policy, equal to
The Town Council of Trappe met The next meeting of the society bor for rats, and with dogs and gun when she dons her Dew spring suit. buy more.
to naturalize before next fail’s elec
contained thereon, and that Andrew
death.
_____________
Third, we want you to try our Seeds and premium
at 8 o’clock Monday evening. It will be held at the home of Dr. and slew just eighty-seven rats. This is —Baltimore American.
tion will be on June 28th next.
Treasurer of said Company, will
a veritable rat story. Sin'ce the
Bulbs ; we have the hest that are in the Supplee,
was
decided
to
meet
at
the
hour
attend
at
the office of the Company, Swede
Green Tree Literary Society.
Mrs. J. W. Royer, Trappe.
Spring hats are gay with flowers. market, and give about twice the quantity street, opposite
first day of March be has killed one
the Court House, iu the
—A bill has been favorably re
named during the summer season.
usually
given
for
the
money.
They never force the seasen by car
Borough of Norristown, to receive said as
The Green Tree Literary Society
hundred and fifty-four rodents.
ported at Harrisburg, which, if
Yarious
bills
presented
by
the
sessment.
rying fruits.—New Orleans Pic
RELIGIOUS.
passed, will practically give to will meet at the Green Tree school street committee were ordered to be
The 40 days time for payment of said tax
In a short dissertation on hog ayune.
house
next
Saturday
evening,
the
will date from March 1st, 1897.
trolley railways the right of emi
paid.
Services
in
St.
Paul’s
Memorial
raising the Silver Knight National
Persons sending money by mail must ac
There is something awesome
17th, at 7.30 o’clock, when the fol
nent domain.
company it with postage for return of a re
Ordinance number one relating to Protestant Episcopal Church at Watchman, printed in Washington, about the present spring. The Dela
lowing program will be rendered :
ceipt.
ANDREW SUPPLEE,
—Royersford Glass Works ship Music ; Devotional exercises, by the widening and straightening Main Oaks station, on Sundays at 10.45 D. C., and Alexandria, Virginia, ware peach crop has not yet been
207 Bridge St.,
4mar6t.
■ Treasurer.
ped three carloads of bottles to Chaplain; Declamation, Annie S. street passed first reading. An a. m. and 3.30 p. m. Sunday School says : “Give the hog a chance,” and killed.—Buffalo Express.
New York on Saturday.
Weikel ; Essay, Samuel Detwiler; ordinance, making it a misdemeanor at 2.30 p. m. The seats are free directly follows with “The First
If your neighbor keeps bens it is
n n u a l m e e t in g .
punishable by a fine of $5 for bicy and a cordial welcome is always ex Battle,” by Wm. J. Bryan, should a very easy matter to make your
Reading,
M.
N.
Greger;
InstrumenThe annual meeting of the Perkiomen
—Magistrate—“ When you broke
be
in
ev.ery
household
;
does
not
say
tended
to
all
persons
to
attend
the
clers
to
use
the
sidewalks
in
the
Valley
Mutual Fire Insugtnce Company, for
Solo; Essay, Katharine Greger;
spring
garden
truck
come
right
up
into the house, did you have any tal
the
election
of thirteen managers, will be
services
of
this
church.
Rev.
Benj.
the
hog
should
be
there
too.
borough, passed by unanimous con
Declamation,
N.
S.
Williams;
Lit
n n u a l s t a t e m e n t or a . » . held at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel on Monday,
to the scratch.—Chicago Times
accomplice ?”
J.
Douglass,
Rector.
sent.
Fetterolf, Treasurer o f the May 3,1897, between 1 and 3 o’clock, p. m.
Pappy Vorse has taken a position Herald.
Burglar—“ Yes, my Jimmy was erary Gazette; Reading, Ella Yo
Borough o f Collegeville, for the The present Board of Managers will meet at
The street committee reported
cum ; Autoharp Solo.
Easter service at St. James’ with Major Bean at Pawling as
The season has arrived when a year ending March 1, 1897*
with me.”— Tit-Bits.
10 o’clock, a. m. A. D. FETTEROLF,
that they had purchased a road Episcopal church will be in the gardener.
8ap.
Secretary.
man feels like a fool when he wears
R E C E IP T S .
sc.raper.
Kicked by a Horse.
—The body found drowned at
morning at 10.30 and Sunday school
an
overcoat,
and
realizes
afterward
Tax
collected..............................
$1639
15
Some seventeen or more wild
Gloucester on Thursday last has
A committee was appointed to celebration in the evening at 7.30.
Sunday evening Isaac, s o d of Jo
BU RSEM EN TS.
o t ic e .
geese flew northward on Friday that he is a fool if he didn’t.—Atch- A. J. Harbaugh,D ISBorough
been identified as that of Jacob S. seph Stierly, residing about a mile establish street grades.
I hereby inform the public that, on ac
Surveyor.... $ 40 00
inson
Globe.
J. M. Zimmerman, Esq., order books...
560 count of ill-health, I have relinquished the
Evansburg M. E. church, Rev. J.S. night. Their flight was so low that
Lacbmau, of Pottstown, missing west of Yerkes station, had hold of
The affairs of the new borough
J.
M.
Zimmerman,
minute
book,
&c.
.
.
.
5
50
The leaves of the trees are to-day
carpet-weaving business.
M.Zimmerman, assisting surveyor..
13 50
since March 10.
a halter strap leading a horse to are moving along swimmingly, and Tomlinson, pastor. Sunday school we regretted we did not own a gun. at that delectable stage watched for J.
DANIEL H. BUCKWLTER,
B. M. Markley, Street and Koad Com
at
9.45
a.
m.
Preaching,
Sunday
at
thus
far
the
meetings
of
council
Near Trappe, Pa.
when the animal wheeled
44 37 8apr2t.
John Shull has patent right by artists when they are just about B. M.missioner..........................................
_The Grant Monument in River pasture,
10.45
a.
m.
and
8
p.
m.
Epworth
Markley,
Street
and
Road
Com
have given rise to no jarring dis
about
and
kicked
the
little
fellow
in
20 46
side Park, N. Y., will be dedicated the forehead, producing a deep gash. cords.
League service Sunday evening at clothes props. John is of an in the size of a little mouse’s big ears. J. M.missioner..........................................
*VTOTICE.
Zimmerman, seal and express
Boston Transcript.
on Tuesday, April 27th, with a great Dr. E. A. Krusen was summoned to
charges.............................................
3 30 AN Notice is hereby given that the notes
7.30 o’clock. Prayer and class ventive turn of mind.
John
L.
Bechtel,
street
lamps................
97
79
signed by Ellis J. Butt, A. j . Hood and
civic and military parade. Gen. attend to the injured boy. It was
Persons were sweating with the Gristock & Vanderslice, lumber for
meeting on Wednesday evening at
THE REAPER DEATH.
The Green Tree Sunday school
lamp posts.......................................
10 75 others, three in number, for one thousand
Horace Porter will deliver the ora a narrow escape, and it was indeed
thermometer at 80 degrees in the Roberts
7.45 o’clock. A cordial invitation is will begin on Sunday.
($1000.00) dollars each to McLoughlin
Machine Co., work on lumber
Jacob Gaumer, for years a wellshade in San Francisco last Friday,
tion.
for lamp posts..................................
4 10 Bros., will be contested at time of maturity,
fortunate that Isaac was not instant known resident of Fairview Village, extended to all to attend these
Donaldson Iron Co., drain pipe,............ 151 08 as the parties to said notes dispute owing
The
Upper
Providence
Republi
while
a
snow
storm
was
raging
in
services.
J. M. Zimmerman, stakes ana pins.......
3 92 them, owing to the misunderstanding of
_“Circe,” said the lecturer; “as ly killed. His recovery is fully an dropped dead at the residence of his
can Club will give an entertainment Indiana. It takss all kinds to make B. M. Markley, Street and Road Com
you no doubt retnember, turned men ticipated.
missioner ........................................
79 30 facts, all of which the public have notice.
son 1. H. Gaumer, in Philadelphia, United Evangelical church,Trappe. at the Club room Saturday evening, weather in this country.—Boston
HALLMAN & PLACE,
James L. Faist, erecting and painting
into hogs.”
last Saturday, aged 79 years. He Services next Sunday at 10 a. m. April 24. An admission of 10 cents Globe.
lamp posts............................
8 50 8apr.
Attorneys.
Jos. W. Culbert, o i l .................. ..............
32 03
“ I wonder if she did it by start Sunday School Easter Services. leaves four sons and three daugh Sunday school at 2 p. in. All in will be charged.
A. H. Hallman, Supervisor for debt and
Yet
all
the
blooming,
rich
and
rare,
ing a street car line?” mused the
The Sunday School of Trinity ters. The funeral was held yester vited. J. Max Longdorf, pastor.
interest due the Township of Up
iC E .
The Easter season may disclose
per Providence............................... 634 47 'vroT
There is a report the trolley will
woman who had hung to a strap all church, this borough, will hold ap day (Wednesday). Interment at
Ironbridge : The Easter exer
Geo. W. Yost, oil.................................
6 22 AN By reason of a change in the proprie
Cannot
compare
to
glories
which,
torship of the lumber, coal and feed business
propriate Easter services this com the cemetery of Augustus Lutheran cises of the Sabbath school will be extend their line from Jeffersonville
F. G. Hobson, Esq., salary Borough
the way to the hall.
25 00 at Collegeville on April 1, 1897, all persons
to Shannonville. We hope to Oaks, With wondrous hues and cunning J. M.Solicitor...........................................
ing Sunday morning, in lieu óf Church, Trappe, at 12.30 p. m.
held
next
Sabbath,
beginning
at
2
Zimmerman,
salary
clerk
to
knowing themselves to be indebted to the
Evangelist Moody says that preaching, at 10 o’clock. The ex
stitch,
Council............................................
25 00 present firm are urgently requested to come
p. m. An interesting program is also.
B. M. Markley, Street and Road Com
Her
spring-time
mililnery
shows.
heaven is a city like New York. We ercises will consist of special music,
Harrison Bickel, prison warden prepared and all are invited to at
missioner .........................................
14 56 forward and make settlement.
Carpenters are busy at the Gresh
—Washington Star.
GRISTOCK & VANDERSLICE.
had hoped that there were fewer of recitations and addresses. The at Norristown, died Thursday night, tend. Tlie Christian Endeavor
Total expenditures...............................$1225 45
^
» .............
tenements there, fewer flats, fewer general public is invited to be aged 57 years. He was the third meeting, as usual, at 6.45 p. m. summer resort and the club house.
Balance on hand March 1, 1897............... 413 70
Doctor (examining an applicant
saloons, better morals—in short, present.
a k e n o t ic e .
warden to die in that office within There will be no preaching in the
$1639 15
Owing to the inclement weather for life insurance)—Now what did
that it was more like Brooklyn.—
It is a well-known fact that my dead
GEN ERA L STATEM ENT.
the past five years. Death was due evening, .preaching the following Friday evening the spelling bee, your father and mother die of?
The
Reformed
Sunday
School
of
animal establishment, in Skippack town
Brooklyn Eagle.
Amount
of
tax
duplicate.........................$1671
91
Sabbath evening (April 25) at 7.30. which was to be at Port Providence
Trinity church, Skippackville, the to eonsumption.
will be closed on and after Monday,
Applicant—Well, sir, I can’t say Tax collected............................................ 1633 35 ship,
5 per cent, penalty..................................
5 80 March 15. However, I wish to inform the
was
postponed
to
a
later
date.
—James Rapp and family have re Hon. B. W. Dambly superintendent,
as
I
’xactly
remember;
but
’twarn’t
public
that I shall continue to remove dead
St. Luke’s Reformed Church,
Abatement allowed..................................
36 37
John Cole, Sr., aged 65 years,
moved from Fourth avenue and will hold special Easter services on
Tax rate 5 mills.
animals as heretofore. All messages sent by
nothing serious.—Punch.
Trappe,
Rev.
S
L.
Messiuger,
We
are
in
receipt
of
a
letter
from
2 26 ’phone will be promptly attended to and
Delinquents March 1, 1897 .....................
taken possession of A. K. Hun- this coming Sunday, in the after died Sunday night of last week on pastor. Confirmation services on
Audited and found correct.
messages sent by postal card will be deliv
sicker’s new house, near the bridge. noon, at 2 o’clock, and in the even the old homestead in Skippack Good Friday evening, at 8 o’clock. T. Edwin Francis, son of our com
n o r d in a n c e
R. H. GRATER,
)
ered at once.
rade John U. Francis, ,Sr., who is
township, near Grater’s Ford. He
Relating to riding ot* bicycles
Mrs. Catharine Kratz and daugh ing at 7 o’clock.
H. HAIiTEMAN, >Auditors.
GEO. W. SCHWEIKER,
and sim ilar vehicles on the
HORACE RIMBY, )
was a successful farmer and for Preparatory services on Saturday located at Sioux City, Iowa. In
S-18-4t.
Skippack, Pa.
ters have removed from Lower
streets
and
roads
o
f
the
bor
2 p. m. Sunday’s services : Sun liis letter he refers to the flooded
Providence to their old home on Called From Afar Oft* to Preach. many years atteuded market in at
ough
o
f
Trappe.
day school at 8 45 a. m. Holy Com
of the Missouri river and
Fourth avenue, vacated by Mr.
At a repent special meeting held Philadelphia. Three children, two munion services at 10 a. m. Y. P. condition
or sale.
it ordained and enacted by the Burgess
C O LLEG E V ILLE
portions
of
the city, particularly andBeTown
sons
and
one
daughter
survive:
A large copper kettle, with stirrer.
at Heidleberg Ile formed Ohjircb,
Council of the Borough of Trappe,
Rapp.
S.
C.
E.
prayer
meeting
at
6.30
p.
that
portion
on
lower
ground.
The
Apply
to
H. B. SCHMUCK,
Pa.,
in
Town
Council
assembled,
and
it
is
Fort Wayne, Indiana, it was decided Abraham C. Cole who owns and oc in., and Sunday School Easter ser soil being soluble as well as alluvial hereby ordained and enacted by the author
8ap.
Near Eagleville, Pa.
Died From Excessive Rope
cupies
the
homestead
farm;
John
to extend a unanimous call to Mr.
ity of the same :
vices
at
7.30
p.
m.
The
7th
anni
it
is
an
easy
matter
for
the
current
C.
Cole,
of
Skippack,
and
Mary,
Jumping.
S e c t io n 1. That it shall hereafter be un
Maurice Samson, of the Ursinus
or sale.
wife of Howard Pennypacker, of versary of the Y. F. S. 0. {5. will be to force its way through the banks lawful for any person or persons to ride any
A lot of White Star and State of Maine
Annie F. Delcamp, aged 7 years, School of Theology, to the pastorate Trappe.
celebrated
on
Tuesday
evening
of
bicycle
or tricycle or similar vehicle within
and
change
its
course,
and
says
the
The
funeral
was
held
last
Apply to
died at Reading on
» re‘ of said church. Mr. Samson has Saturday. Interment at the Upper the 20th inst. Eminent speakers only and best obstruction to the the limits of the Borough of Trappe in, over, Grape V ines: 3yrs. old, strong. Niagara seed potatoes.
JAMES L. PAIST, Collegeville, Pa.
along or through the streets and roads of
(white), 35e. Empire State (white), 35c.
suit of excessive rope jumping. 1 he been delving deep into the intrica
from
a
distance
will
be
present,
and
force
of
the
stream
is
brush
and
said borough during the night time unless
Concord (black), 25c. Salem (red), 35c.
child “skipped” the rope fifty-seven cies and mysteries of Reformed Mennonite cemetery, Skippack.
special music has been provided for branches of -trees which assists in the said bicycle, tricycle or similar vehicle
Any 3 for 75c. ; 12 for $2.50. Larger
church
theology
and
will
graduate
o r hale.
times without stopping. She died
he provided with lighted head lamp.
quantities at lower rates, to clear the
Good Hungarian grass seed at $1.00
David Custer, aged 77 years, the occasion. Congregational prayer keeping the banks intact. He also shall
F
from
that
department
of
Ursinus
Sec.
2.
That
it
shall
hereafter
be
unlawful
ground.
in great agony.
meeting
on
Wednesday
evening.
money is made easy and spent for any person or persons to ride any bicycle, Early Cabbage Plants, transplanted, per bushel. Apply to
College next month. We wish the for many years a prominent resident All cordially invited to attend the adds
J. C. JOHNSON,
easier. He is stopping at the Great tricycle or similar vehicle within the limits
10c. per doz.; 65c. per 100.
S-18-4t.
Providence Square, Pa.
young man well and hope the world of Worcester township, near Fair- services.
1*l i i l a d e l p h i » M a r k e t s .
of the Borough of Trappe in, over; along
Northern
Hotel,
H.
T.
Prairie
pro
We have a fine stock of Greenhouse Plants,
will be made at least a little better view Village, died Thursday morn
and through the streets or roads of said
a very appropriate name for Borough, unless the said bicycle, tricycle or suitable for Easter decorations, at very low
Winter bran,$14 50@15.00 ; flour by means of his attractive pulpit ing from ailments due to old age.
Augustus Lutb. church, Trappe : aprietor,
rates.
Come and see them.
o r sa le.
similar vehicle shall at all .times he provided
western hotel keeper.
$2 30 to $4 50 ; rve flour, $2.40 ; efforts and the influence of his pleas A week previously his mother-in- Preparatory services next Saturday,
$1500 will buy stock and fixtures of
Now is the time to prepare to sow Lawn
with a good and sufficient bell, which bell
old
established Lumber and Coal Yard at
law, Mrs. Catharine Detwiler, died 9.3Q p. m. English Communion
W h e a t , 79 to 79|c. i com, 30c. ; ing social qualities.
Bicycles, another sign of spring, shall be rung upon the approach' of all Grass and White Clover Seeds. We have the Bridgeport,
Pa., doing large and profitable
in her ninety-fourth year. Deceased next Sunday morning at 10 o’clock. are out in lull force.
street-crossings, foot passengers and vehi genuine article, at market price.
oats, 25c.; butter, 19 to 21«-; P<>ulbusiness. Yard will be sold or rented on
Use
Rimby’s
Lawn
Enricber,
in
cle».
is
survived
by
his
wife
and
four
?,
live,
9£@10c.,
d
reseed,
O^ajlOc.s
Woman Nufirage.
Easter festival of Sunday .school
try,
. Sec. 8. That it shall be Ijereafter unlawful stead of manure, for renewing grass plots, favorable terms. Apply to
J. G. BAILEY,
children : Jacob, of Jeffersonville ; next Sunday evening at 7.30.
timothy bhay, 75@85c., mixed, 70@
for any person or persons to ride any bicycle, 5 lbs. for 25c.; $3.00 per 100 lbs.
A Dastardly Assault.
The
Montgomery
County
Woman
3-18.
902 Swede St., Norristown, Pa.
tricycle or similar vehicle within the Borough
75c.; straw, 80@85c. ; beef cattle Suffrage Association met at Nor Uriah, of Norristown; Dr. David Luther League meets this Thurs
Pausies out as soon as ground
John Taney, who conducts a small of Trappe in, over or on any of the pave is Plant
4£@5£c.; sheep, 3^ @ 5ic.; lambs, 3£ ristown on Saturday afternoon. Custer of Manayunk, and Mary, day evening at 7.30. -.
ready and see them jump. We have the
ments or sidewalks of the streets or roads of finest
ANTED.
farm
in
Whitpain
township,
near
flowers
you ever saw, at 50c. and 60c.
wife of Dr. Wm. Mosteller, of Phce(5)6 c ; hogs, western, 6@6^e.
Active canvassers for Free Cuba and
said Borough.
The treasured reported $99.24 in the nixville.
Trinity Church : Wednesday eve Penn Square, reported to the Nor Sec. 4. That for the violation of the pro per dozen.
The
funeral
was
held
also Life of Wm. McKinley. Address
treasury at this time. A communi Monday afternoon last at 1 o’clock. ning, prayer service, 7.30 o’clock. ristown police Wednesday evening vision of any section of this ordinance
Our stock of Garden Seeds, warranted
LOCK BOX 509, Reading, Pa.
How’s This?
person or persons so offending shall upon fresh and genuine, is replete with the best
cation was read from Mrs. pbapof last week that Tuesday night his the
fer One Hundred Dollars Reward for man Catt, soliciting aid from all Rev. C. R. Rrofjbe^d conducted the Thursday evening,in church parlor,
complaint made before the Burgess or any varieties that are sure to please.
or rent.
s of Catarrh that cannot be cured
services at the hpuse and at the the annual joint Consistorial meet wife was the victim of a dastardly Justice of the Peace of the said Borough of Sow Sweet Peas as soon as ground is
local societies for the national as church, assisted by Revs. Goqrson, ing, 7 o’clock. Sunday : ' Sunday assault by an unknown man. The Trappe be liable and subject to a fine of five ready. We have a fine stock on hand at 5c.
A 7-room cottage on Maple avenue and
ig Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
and
10c.
per
paper,
25c.
per
lb.
stabling
for horse and cow. Rent, $80.00
CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo. O. sociation.
dollars for each and every offence, to be re
The nominating com
per
year.
Call at
THIS OFFICE.
e undersigned, have known F. J. mittee were not prepared to report Perry, Hendricks, Anders an<J school, 9 a. m., and special paster woman had gone to the yard in the covered in the name of the Burgess and
Our Price List free to a ll asking
lor the laft 15 years, and believe him
Mesebter. The pall-bearers were services by Sunday school, in church rear of the house, and when but a Towp Council of the Borough of Trappe as for it.
y honorable in all business trans- and were continued. The questions the elders of Providence Presby auditorium, at 10 o’clock : the few feet from her kitchen found her fines are now by law collectable for t&e us»
All orders by mail and those left with the
or rent.
and financially able to carry out any referred at the last meeting, ip ref
Borough.
Boyertown Mail Carrier and the Collegeville
A house, and a part of a house, in
terian Church: Isaac 25- Reiner, Junior C. E. prayer service at 2 self in the clutch of a powerful man, of the said
J.
WARREI*
ROYER,
President.
on made by their firm.
T , ,
Baker,
will
receive
prompt
attention
and
be
Trappe. Apply to
A. C. POLEY,
TruaX, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, erence to the period of time for John A- Morgan, John Rittenhoqse, o’clock, and the Y. P. S. C. E. who placed a hand over her mouth
JOHN S. SAYLOR, Bqrges3.
delivered
on
their
routes,
free
of
charge,
(ex
14feb.
Trappe, Pa.
aiding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale which Justices of the Peace, Regis Peter Keyser, John McHarg, and prayer s.ervice at 7 o’clock, ISfr. H. to prevent her from sounding an Attest : E. G. Browqback, Clerk.
cept “ special bargain collections,” which
ter of Wills and Sheriffs are elected, William Hallman. Interment in H- Shenlt, leader. Sunday, April alarm. Some time afterward Mr.
»■ists, Toledo, O.
..
Approved April 12,1897.
will cost 10c. additional for delivery).
5 Catarrh Cure is taken internally, were all answered.
Who can think
o f so m e sim ple
lirectly upon fthe blood and mucous
cemetery connected with the afore, 25, the annual collection for bene Taney found his wife unconscious
H
O
R
A
C
E
RIM
BY,
anted—
An
Idea
th in g to patent?
o
r
s
a
l
e
,
s of the systemb rin gs jyou
Undertaker J. L. ficiary education will be lifted. in the ynrd, where she had been left F A one-horse dearborn wagon, suitable Seedsman, Florist & Vegetable Plant Grower,
e c t y o u r Ideas: th ey m ay bum
« « w ealth .
A course of Hood’s Sarsaparilla taken said church.
;e JOHN W EDDERBURN & CO., P a te n t Attorby
her
assailant,
to
whom
there
is
Sold by Druggists, 75 ebbtsSunday,
May
2,
the
church
will
hold
Bechtel, of this borough, had charge
for market purposes. Apply at
, W ashin gton , D. C., fo r th eir $1,800 p rise offer
now
will
build
np
the
system
and
prevent
lis t o f tw o hundred In ven tion s w an ted .
Solddiy J. W. Culbert, Druggist. CqïkgeCOLLEGEVILLE, PA.
THIS OFFICE.
no clue.
its spring Holy Communion.
of the remains.
serjous illness later on. Get only Hood’s.

E

E

E

Quaker Bread Pan ?

E

1 . 1 . Benjamin & Co.,

Phcenixville,

Penna. A

A

N

T

A

Greenhouses!

F

F

F

W

F
F

<sille, Pa. 75 cents.

Oil H eaters.

R A IL R O A D S .
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.

Convenient"effective, economical. Not
many dollars required to buy one.

Passenger trains leave Collegeville Sta
tion as follows :
TOR PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOUTH.

Milk...................................................... 6.44 a.m.
Accommodation................................... 7.53 a.m.
Market.'.........................................13.43 p. m.
Accommodation . ........................... 4.03 p. m.
TOR ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NORTH AND
WEST.

Mail ............................................

m.

Market..................................... • • . 3.15 p. m.
Accommodation.......................... .. 5.46 p. m.
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.

m.
Milk..............................................
Accommodation............ ............. . 6.13 p. m.
NORTH.

Accommodation........................... .. 8.25 a. m.
Milk................................................ 7.43’p. m.

n u c o u ic E :
of BUSINESS, Incorp.,

,
N O R R I S T O W N , PA. I
NINTH COLLEGIATE YEAR.
!
1 A PROGRESSIVE SCHOOL,
WITH PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS,
FOR PROGRESSIVE TIMES.

We secure desirable positions for |
1a greater per cent, of our pupils than I
I any other school.
.
E. L HALLMAN, President.
i
A. 11. SCHISSLER, M. A., Principal. I

Stoves.
Improved styles, plain and ornamen
tal, for the kitchen, the sitting room,
or the parlor, at the right prices.

C u cu m b er
AMO IR O N P I M P S , guaran
teed to give satisfaction. Why worry
along with a worn-out pump when
you can get a new one for a few
dollars.

Paints,
O I L S , A c . G a s o lin e . TINROOFING and SPOUTING done to
order promptly. Where ?

A. K. HUNSIGKER’S,
Near PERKIOMEN BRIDGE.

When in Norristown, Pa.,
STOP AT THE

SPRING GOODS, RAM B0 HOUSE,
Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

C O LLEG EV ILLE

Furniture Warerooms!
We are now prepared to offer
our customers goods at prices
newer before heard of,

(Opposite C6urt Hcuse).

——0O0---First-elass Accommodations for Man
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.
-----oOo-----

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.

Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from (13 to (50, are the best in the
market, and are well worth inspection.
Parlor Suits in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
PROPRIETOR OF
Silk Tapestry, from (15 to (50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from (8.50 to (30, in Solid
Oak, fancy tops and plat? glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lounges, Coucher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
—OOO—
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Old and New Patrons cordially received.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Ingrain at 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair Ample accommodations for man and beast.
at 33 cents.
Terms reasonable. Make the Hartranft
Picture Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell House your headquarters when in town.
ing a good Spring Roller Shade at 35 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock is
-^COLLEGEVILLE^
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

WM. D. VALENTINE,

Hartranft House,

John L. B ech tel,

Garriag,e-:-Works!

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
UNTO

U S E

TRYING
To Make an Old Sewing
Machine Do.

I t Is Hot EC ONO M Y.
Time is W asted,
W ork Not H alf Done,
Patience W orn Out.

A ll

This is Avoided by
t x s ijs t q

-

The New No. 9

R. H. GRATER, Prop’r.
Don't forget the best wagons are the cheap
est every time. For material, style and
finish we claim our work equal to any of the
same price.

HEW DESIGNS A SPECIALTY
Very large stock of best quality of wheels
and wheel material on hand. The most reliable shop for repainting in
the county.
Repairing of all kinds promptly attended
to.
Have now in stock : Eleptic Spring
Rubber Top Buggy, Bar Spring Rubber
Top Buggy, narrow tread, made lig h t;
Eleptic Spring Palo Alto Driving Buggy,
something fine ; Eleptic Spring Spindle
Buggy ; Four Passenger Surry with square
top ; Spring Wagon with top, to carry about
ten hundred ; Duplex Express Wagon, to
carry about eight hundred.

, H, GRISTOCK'S SONS,
Collegeville, Pa.,
D E A L E R S IN

White and Yellow Pine9and Hemlock

L U M B E R ,,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.

SH IN G LES, split and sawed.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT
RAILS.

Easy to Operate, Beautiful Stitcher,
Adapted to all kinds of Material,
L e h i g h a n d Schuylkill
Up-to-date Improvements.

COAL. -

-

COAL.

Ball Bearing and Rotary Motion
are special features.
j
Write for a catalogue showing
our different styles of woodwork.
Com, m Bran, - Middlings,
Agents wanted.
OATS, L IN S E E D M EAL,
AND CAKE MEAL.

IF X O TTIR,,

f heeler & Wilson M aiM ’int Co.
1312 Chestnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

JOHN S. KEPLER,

Undertaker * Embalmer

Buffalo Phosphates, and others. Harri
son's Town and -Country Paint,—second to
none in the market. • Also Harrison's Rough
and Ready Paint,—a cheap durable paint
for bams and fencing.

J0 H Ï L . B EC H TEL

TR A P P E, PA.

5* FURNISHING M
My past experience at the business hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel encouraged to continue my
efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
E ^ ”Will meet trains at all Stations. Or the most careful and painstaking attention.
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9 5
23au.

Undertaker Embalmer

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
EARLY USE OF THE PLOW.
Plowing was undoubtedly first
done with a forked stick, the long
arm being harnessed in some primi
tive way to an ox or team of oxen,
and the short arm pointed, for the
purpose of penetrating the ground.
The plow is one of the oldest of
agricultural implements, and it is a
curious fact that in Oriental coun
tries the same kind of plow is used
now as was described by the writers
of 2,000 years ago. The plow repre
sented on the Egyptian monuments
of 2,000 B. C. may be seen in the
valley of the Nile to-day. Our
patent office has over 10,000 models
of plows. In Egypt, Syria and
India there is but one, and that the
one which has been in use for
thousands of years. The plow de
scribed by Virgil, 31 B. C., is in use
in many country districts in Italy
to-day. In 1618 patents were taken
out by David Ramsey and Thomas
Wildgoose for “engines to plow
grounds, whether inland or upland.”
In the . Scriptures, plowing with
different kind of animals hitched
together was forbidden on account
of the cruelty involved by the un
equal draft imposed upon animals
of different sizes working in the
same harness. In China the plow
is a sacred implement, and models
are consecrated in the temples of
the gods. ^ As early as 1849 steam
plows were patented in the United
States.—Si. Louis Globe Democrat.
NITRAGIN.
It was long ago pointed out by
Heilrigel that the nodules on the
roots of leguminous plants contain
minute organisms which are the
active agents in bringing the free
nitrogen of the atmosphere into
action for the nourishment of the
plants. Early this year, Dr. Nob
ble, of Tbaraud, Saxony, succeeded
in producing fairly pure cultures of
this species of organism on a com
mercial scale. The new prepara
tion, called “niiragin,” is now sup
plied in bottles, of which one is
said to be sufficient to inoculate
about half ah acre of land. Two
methods of use are suggested. It
may be sprinkled over the seed in
a dilute aqueous solution, or with
more water added, the solution may
be used to moisten fifty or sixty
pounds of soil, which, on drying,
may be sown evenly over the land
and covered to a depth of about
three inches. The fascinating possi
bilities of this plan of giving plants
power to obtain their own food from
the air are naturally attracting the
attention of experimental agricul
turists. At several places in Ger
many and at Woburn and elsewhere
in England, tests of the value of
nitragin are being made, and we
may expect soon to know whether
land inoculation is to be the basis
of a new farming.—Phila. Record.
FARM TALKS IN SEASON.
I t is a mistake to turn cows on
rye or early grass before sufficient
growth has been made by the green
food to permit of its being used
with but little liability of causing
scours. Cows that are in full flow
of milk will quickly diminish the
quantity if there is a sadden change
of food. It is a temptation to the
farmer to allow his cows on the
pasture or rye field on the first op
portunity, but in so doing caution
must be exercised. The first day
only a few minutes should suffice,
the time to be extended every day
until the animals become accus
tomed to the change from dry to
green food. To turn a herd of
cows on young rye and permit the
animals to eat as much as they may
prefer is to incur a risk of loss of
milk, as well as bowel disease in the
stock.
The borers will begin to attack
peach trees in May and apple trees
in June. One remedy is to apply
coal tar around the trunk of each
tree, digging away the earth six or
eight inches, and after the applica
tion returning the earth to the tree,
extending the tar a foot or more
above the level of the ground. This
should be done as soon as the con
dition of the ground permits, re
peating the application so as to
cover every portion of the tree. Do
not use kerosene on peach trees.
If preferred, the trees may be
wrapped with tarred paper, which
will be held in position by the earth
ot may be fastened with a string.
All stable manures will be im
proved if potash in some - form is
added, especially of the potash
salts. Kainit has been found use
ful for this purpose. It is crude
sulphate of potash, and contains a
large proportion of salt. It will
arrest the escape .of ammonia and
prove valuable of itself when ap
plied on the land. It is also excel
lent on land infested with grubs,
though not a complete remedy for
such pests. It is cheap and should
be used more extensively where
manure is being saved.
Long rows can be cultivated
more easily and at less cost for
labor than short rows, and a large
field can be worked more economic
ally than a small one, owing to tbe
loss of time by frequent turnings at
the ends of the rews when the rows
are short.
The mole is a nuisance when it
turns up the lawn or goes down a
row of some favorite crop, but it is
claimed that the mole is a friend to
tbe farmer, liting upon worms and

grubs, the benefit he imparts being
greater than the damage inflicted.
If it is proper to destroy an ani
mal in order to prevent the spread
of disease it is equally important
that a diseased tree be cut down
and burnt. When blight attacks
a pear tree it is a risk to attempt to
oawe it, as the disease will soon ap
pear on other trees if there is a de
lay in stamping out the difficulty.
By prompt action in, sacrificing a
tree years of work may be avoided
and an orchard saved from destruc
tion. The “yellows” in peaches
should receive attention promptly,
cutting down the tree on the first
signs of disease.
Land piaster usually proves very
beneficial to clover when applied
early in the spring. About 100 lbs.
per acre is sufficient, and the cost is
but a trifle. Plaster has been found
excellent on corn also, as it attracts
moisture, and, although not regard
ed as a fertilizer, yet on some fields
where plaster has been used it gave
an early start to corn and the leaves
had a deeper tinge of green than
where no plaster was used. The
experiments made with it in New
Jersey last year showed that it can
be used on some soils with advant
age.
Ground bone—not bone meal—
applied at tbe rate of 600 pounds
per acre on an orchard eight years
ago still shows its effect on the
trees. This is because the particles
of bone are given off slowly, the
large application providing a sup
ply for years in succession. A
combination of 600 pounds of
ground bone and 20 bushels of un
leached wood ashes (the ashes to
be applied every year) should en
able the orchard to bear large crops,
provided a clover crop is grown in
the orchards and plowed under once
every four years.
Save the egg shells and use them
for starting early plants in the
house. Fill them with rich earth,
plant a few seeds, and allow one
plant to grow. When the plant is
of sufficient size set the shell and
plant in the ground out of doors,
after danger of frost is over. Mel
ons are frequently started in that
manner, as they will not bear trans
planting without risk of loss.

Constipation
Causes fully bait tbe sickness in the world. It
retains the digested food too long in tbe bowels
and produces bUiousness, torpid liver, indi.

Hood’s

gestion, bad taste, coated
_ _ _
tongue, sick headache, in_ I I
somnla, etc. Hood’s Fills
I I I
cure constipation and all its ™
results, easily and thoroughly. 25c. All druggists.
Prepared by C. L Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
Tbe only Fills to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

ROBERTS MACHINE COMPANY,

P

COLLECEYILLE, PA.,

THE

FO U N D EB S K-

PROVIDENCE

Holds it own in the field
of journalism, by contin
uing to deserve the con
fidence of its readers.

Castings of All Kinds. Machine Building.
-

If you are not a reader
of the INDEPENDENT,
become one, and give it a
fair, intelligent t r i a l !
Then your judgment w ill
tell you all about it.
If you are a reader, ask
your friend or neighbor
to do as you are doing.
You can certainly never
lose anything by doing a
good thing.

F T T J ^ L F S

-

Home-Made Bread

-AND—

the INDEPENDENT for

It won’t always please
you ; it can’t always
please you any more than
you can always please
yourself.

MUNN & CO.,
3 6 1 B ro a d w a y * N e w Y o rk *

HELLO, WE’RE ON TOP !

Those who have read
tw enty years w ill tell you
that it does its level best
to advocate right and
oppose wrong !

• A .T $ 8 0 . 0 0
with the best of the so-called
“-100.00 Bicycles.”

Repairs to Horse Powers and all kinds of Agricultural
Implements. Knives Ground.

ADDRESS U S :

—j

Main St. bei. DeKalb,

eras
ran

NORRISTOWN,

=2

rara

- PENNA.

HE 34th year of our business has been ushered in. In all the years
past we never had such a complete line of Men’s, Boys’ and Child
And D ealer in
the best
ren’s Suits at prices in keeping with the times. We’ve always had a
reputation for good clothing and we intend to hold it. Good value^high
quality, clothes that wear, that hold together, that keep their shape. B e e f , V e a l & M u t t o n .
That’s Qur kind and they cost less than ever.
Visits Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity on

T

MEN’S SUITS

$ 7.50

That look to be worth $10.00, and they will give that much wear. Dark
and light colors, and medium shades. This is a strong line of ours, and
want you to look them over.

B O Y S ’

H

S U IT S I

Bicycles Given Away One a Month.
Every 25c. purchase means a chance, thus
chances, so on.

.00, 4 chances ; $3.00, V

oooooooooooooo

3 H i WEITZENKORNS
Car or Toll Fare Paid to Purchasers.

P o ttstO W Il, P a .

The Norristown Title) Trust and Safe Deposit Co,-Capital : $250.000

PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA-

HUMPHREYS’

Main and DeKalb Sts., Norristown, Pa.
JOHN W. LOCH. Pres't. F. O. HOBSOW, Treasurer and Trust Officer.
PAYS 3 PER CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PER CENT. Interest on Active
Accounts. Acts as Executor, Trustee, Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in
all trust capacities. Becomes Surety for tbose aoting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toReal
Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Rents Boxes in burglar proof vaults.
Send for book with lull explanations.

Incorporated 1889.

Cor. Main and Swede Sts., Norristown, Pa.
President, GEORGE W. ROGERS.
:
Vice-President, ABNER U. HOWARP,
Treasurer, WILLIAM E. ALBERTSON.
DEPOSITS OF MONEY RECEIVED ON INTEREST.
PER CENT. Interest paid on De- I
PER CENT. Interest paid on De
posits payable with Check on Ten
X
posits subject to Cheek on DeDays’ Notice.
I
mand.
Buys and Sells Stocks, Bonds, Mortgages, Notes or Obligations.
Accepts Trusts.
Becomes Security for Persons Holding Positions of Trust.
Trust investments kept separate and apart from other resources of the Company
Especial care taken of investments left for collection of Income ; and rents collected on
real estate of adjacent property.

3

CEMETERY WORK,
M arble s G ranite,

Enterprise ■ Marble ■ Works.
990-

OR AMERICAN
Monuments, Tombstones, OF ITALIAN
BLE OR GRANITE,

BROKEN DOWN CONSTITUTIONS
UP on scientific principles. A ll d iseases j
o f the nerves, skin , blood, Kidneys, th e e v il '
1
°* ®0“ "Abuse, Errors o f Y outh, and <
a ll d iseases o f a special or private nature .
1 successfully treated b y th e old reliab le sp e - j
1 cla list
1

1

LOBB
329 N. 15th St.

MAR

ROYERSFORD, PA.

Below Callowhill fit.

Stop Naturally!
You Don’t Have
to Swear
off!

1

P H IL A D E L P H IA , P A .

B est in
I P th e World
^ Itsw ea rin g q u a lities areunsurpassed,actuallyout♦ la stin g t h r e e b oxes o f any other brand. N ot affected by heat, asp*Ge t t h e G e n u i n e .

all

OTHERS

F A IL '

C onsult th is em in en t p hysician . T h ere Is n o
cnarge for con sultation an d ex a m in a tio n ,
♦ « 5 oours, d a lly an d Sun d ays, from 9 A .M .
M. and 6 to 9 S undays. Sen d for b ook
on Errors o f ,Y outh. M ailed free In p la in
wrapper.

1
j

SALE BY ALT. DEALERS. ♦ ♦ ♦

W ho ca n th in k

sim p le
Wanted- An Idea othfinsog mtoepatent?
P ro tect y o u r Ideas; th e y m ay b rin g y o u w ea lth .

W rite JOHN W EDDERBURN * CO.. P a ten t A ttor
n eys, W ashin gton , D . C., fo r th eir $1,8^ - -- offer
a n d lia t o f tw o hundred in v en tio n s v

WRIGHT'S®

For all Bilious and N ervous m
D iseases. They purify the
B lood and give H ealthy
action to the entire system. B

i l l

I*

■ I

91

’
1
,
1

: A X L 5 ( S R E A jS E

t♦ ♦ ♦

a k e r ;!

In the Finest and Latest Designs, at Low Figures.
Every description of CEMETERY WORK, COPING, GALVANIZED RAILING, &c.,
promptly executed.

H. E. BRANDT, -

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Four new shoes, any style or shape, put
on for 99 cents.
4-16
J . E. »AVIS.

after

M

(Succei
(Successor
to D. T. Buckwalter.)

: Davis’ Blacksmith Shop:

32 W . Main St., Norristown, Pa.

R tR Ä Z E R

H arness

All stock on hand, including Fine Monuments and Tombstones, will be sold at
a sacrifice to make room for new work.

REDUCED

H. M. FU LM ER,

TRIAL SIZE, 25 CTS.

- ^ C E O . W. B A C H » -

H . E . B R A N D T , P ro p rieto r,

-AT-

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

PRICE, 50 CTS.

HUMPHREYS’ MED. CO., I l l A 118 William S t., NEW Y0K&

Evergreens, Grape Vines, and every variety Y T O T I C K J
of Small Fruit. Hardy, vigorous trees and -IN Threshing and feed cutting done at
vines at low prices. Call on or address
short notice and upon reasonable terms by
THEO. M. CASSELBERRY,
JOSEPH .UMSTAD, Oaks, Pa.
Ironbridge P. O., Pa.
Montgomery County, Pa.
19no5m. 16jy.

M|

"THE PILE OINTMENT."
F or P iles—E xtern al or Internal. B lind ox Bleeding*
F istu la In A n o ; Itching or Bleeding o f th e R ectu m .’
The re lief is im m ediate—the cure certain.

Collegeville, Pa.

Fruit, Shade and Ornamental Trees,

Large invoice of the best made Fall and
Winter Shoes in the market just received
from the factories. Gents and Ladies will
find here just what they are looking for, and
parents can fit out their boys and girls with
school or other shoes, with us, and save
money. Our specialties : Opera, Square,
and Pointed Toe Shoes. Give ns a call.

HUMP HRE YS ’
WITCH HAZEL OIL

Sold by D ruggists, o r B ent p o st-p aid o n re c e ip t o f price.

The undersigned is agent for Jos. W.
Thomas & Sons, Nurserymen of King of
Prussia, Pa., and is ready to fill all orders
for

(JEW * We Aim to be in the Lead !
-o-

Small bottles of pleasant pellets, fit the vest
pocket. Sold by druggists, or sent prepaid upon
receipt of price, 25 cents, except Nos. 28, ana 82
are made (1.00 size only, ' Humphreys’ Medi
cine Company, 111 William St„ New York.

P L A IN AND A R T IS T IC DESIGNS,

OHE NURSERY STOCK.

FOOTWEAR

1 Cures Fever.
<< W orm s.
2
«
3
In fan ts’ Diseases.
ÍÍ
4
D iarrhea,
(t
7
Coughs,
8 Cures N euralgia,
«
9
H eadache.
(<
10
Dyspepsia.
11
“ Delayed Periods.
12
“ L euehorrea.
13 Cures Croup.
14
“ Skin Diseases.
15
“
R heum atism .
16
“ M alaria.
19
“ C atarrh.
20 Cures W hooping Cough
21
“ A sthm a.
24
“ G eneral Debility.
26
“
Sea-Sickness.
27
“ K idney Diseases.
28 .Cures N ervous Debility,
30
“ U rin a ry Diseases
32
“ H e a rt Disease.
34
“ Sore T hroat,
77
M Colds a n d Grip.

op

All work guaranteed and prices the lowest; call and be convinced.

p r ic e s

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,
No.

D r . H umphreys ’ H omeopathic Manual
D iseases M ailed F r e e .

—IN —

INDEPENDENT OFFICE, H . L, S A Y L O R , COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

-----IN ------

Great Slaughter in Prices !—For
the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else in
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.
Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

W . E. JOHNSON,

—GO TO—

In Styles, Qualities and Low Prices

Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings
of each week. Thankful to the public for
past favors he invites continued patronage.
Highest cash price paid for calves.
3sap.
HARVEY K. MOYER.

More styles to show than two ordinary stores ; a cheerful daylight
department to see them in. Suits at $1.19, $1.69, $1.98, $2.50, $2.98,
and up to $6.00 that make a kaleidoscopic variety of brightness.

All kinds of Job Work
executed in a satisfactory
manner at the r i g h t
prices at the

IkllllllllllllIRW IIIIIIIIIIIIHI

- Penna.
Harvey K. Moyer

have no equals. They are “ Sky
High” above competitors.

H! J. H. B ra n d t & B ro., 5 j

Royersford, -

|® “ CALL AGAIN.

-F O R Y O U R -

Are easy and fast sellers, because =5
E== they are t h e b e s t that (40, (50 =5
S S and (60 can buy.
SS

We Are I p-to-Date Caterers.

No other firm ever did or ever will show you as large an assortment in
Clothing as we do at such low prices.

Crescents at $75 aid $50
Brandt Standard at $60.
Stornier« at $50.
Winners at $40.

Try a Nice Pie ; some Cream Puffs. Our
Layer Cake, at 15c. per pound,, is fine.
ICE CREAM, any flavor, every day in the
year. Brick Form a specialty. Let us Bake
your Wedding Cake.

SPECIAL H-A-ISriD PUMPS-

ES2S The Albertson Trust and Safe Deposit Co. &S2S
As an advertising med
ium the I N D E P E N 
DENT occupies a front
place in the procession.
Rates furnished upon ap
plication.

Is th e BEST!

W IND MILLS.

A D V ER TISER S O F FACTS,

The INDEPENDENT
believes in honest goods,
honest money, honest
purposes and h o n e s t
action.

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN,
b ea u tifu lly illu strated , la r g est circu lation o f
an y scientific journal, w eek ly, term s $3.00 a y e a r ;
fl.50
__ ■
______
“1.50 s ix m oil
o n th s.
S pecim
en ____________
cop ies and H a n d
B o o k o n P a t e n t s s e n t fr e e . A dd ress

To take care of our growing business we have incorporated and
increased our facilities. We will continue op the lines established
by the old firm and solicit a continuance of your orders.

Business Established 1857.
CAPITAL, $250,000.

Rambler Bicycles

A n y o n e sen din g a sk etch and d escription m ay
quickly ascertain, fr e e , w h eth er an in v en tio n is
probably p atentable. C om m unications strictly
confidential. O ldest agency fo r securing p aten ts
in A m erica. W e h a v e a W ashin gton office.
P a te n ts tak en th rou gh M unn A Co. receiv e
sp ecial n o tice in th e

•5}M A C H I N I S T S .

INDEPENDENT

aten ts
T R A D E M ARKS»
DESIGNS»
C O P Y R IG H T S A o .

-----AVI»------

Subscribe for the IN
DEPENDENT. $ 1 . 2 5
per year in advance !

is the judgment of expert and well
informed Bicyclers who have com
pared

60 YEAR S'
E X P E R IE N C E .

Bra

I fl

Blankets, whips, brushes, combs, etc.
All harness guaranteed for one year.
I3F~ Repairing of harness, trunks and
valises promptly attended to.
The renovation of old harness a specialty.

P A T E NTS,
makes
the nerves
strong, and
brings b a c k
tbe feelings of
youth to the pre
maturely old man.
It restores lost vigor.
You may gain ten
pounds in ten days.

TOBACCO HABIT CURE.
Gp buy and try a box to-day. It
costs only $1 . Your own druggist
will guarantee a cure or money re. funded. Booklet, written guarantee of cure
and sample free. Address nearest office.
the

STERLING R E M E D Y CO..
M ONTREAL, CAN.

NEW YORK.

I B B H lB ra

C ure D Y S P E P S IA , H E A D A C H E ,
C O N S T IP A T IO N a n d - P I M P L E $ .

-----oOo----Full Line o f Hand-made and
Factory Harness on Hand.

HORSE GOODS IN V A R IET Y .

guaranteed

CHICA CO.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , - - PEN N A .

P I Q P A D C T C candy cathartic cure constipation. Purely vegetable, smooth and
I IN w U M IlE . I W easy, sold by druggists everywhere, guaranteed to cure,» Only 10«

Caveats and Trade Marks obtained, and all
Patent Business conducted for MODERATE
FEES. Our office is opposite the U. 8. Pat
ent Office, We have no sub-agents, all busi
ness direct, hence can transact patent busi
ness in less time and at less cost than those
remote from Washington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with de
scription. We advise if patentable or not,
free of charge. Our fee not due till patent
Is secured. A book, “ How to Obtain Pat
ents,” with references to actual clients in
your State, county, or town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office. Washington. D. O.
HERALD KOOl
BIBiDERY. Binding, Job Ruling
K Perforating,
Paging, Numbering, Blah
o k r is t o w n

Books for Banks and Business Houses, give:
special attention. Magazines bound and am
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Estl
mates cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

